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SUMMARY
The cell envelope of Gram-negative bacteria contrasts with it’s positive counterpart by
containing two cellular membranes separated by a cell wall. This makes Gram-negative
bacteria particularly interesting especially when considering that there are no prototypical
energy resources, e.g. ATP or ion gradient, at the outer-membrane (OM) such that nutrient
uptake, protein folding, lipid insertion, etc. must occur in the absence cellular energy
resource.
Innumerably many experimental and computational studies have been performed on cy-
toplasmic membrane proteins in order to determine function. Furthermore, the past decade
has seen the increase in simulating OM proteins in native, asymmetric membranes to eluci-
date function in the absence of cellular energy. However, the function of occupants separat-
ing these two membranes has not be studied in great detail, nor have cell-envelope spanning
complexes, such as the AcrAB-TolC, multi-drug efflux pump, been studied in their natural
environment. Therefore, this thesis is presented in three parts, towards the construction of a
Gram-negative cell-envelope model, which can be used in computational simulations to be-
gin looking at envelope-spanning protein complexes as well as protein-protein interactions
within the periplasmic space.
The first study presents a comparison of a common, experimental, symmetric mem-
brane to a native, asymmetric membrane and the role each has on the behavior of the
OM, β−barrel protein BtuB. The results from simulation suggest that there are important
membrane-protein interactions in the native OM that contribute to the stability of the ex-
tracellular loops of BtuB. These loops were shown to be stabilized by bound calcium ions
in previous simulation [1]. The importance of calcium in BtuB function was shown ex-
perimentally to increase substrate-binding efficiency 1000-fold [2]. While stabilization of
key extracellular loops is observed due to the membrane, a distinct structural difference
exist between the calcium-bound and apo (no calcium) states in the native OM. However,
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the simulations also suggest that the membrane composition creates an allosteric effect that
reduces the force required to extract luminal domain from within the β−barrel.
The second study presented utilizes a repartitioning of atomic masses in order to accel-
erate MD simulations with lipids. Due to their amphiphilic nature, lipid molecules and their
associated interactions are primarily governed by the hydrophobic effect, which is best de-
scribed by London-dispersion and hard-sphere repulsion. These two attributes, commonly
referred to at the van Der Waals interactions, are governed in MD by the Lennard-Jones (LJ)
potential. Within this study, we use hydrogen mass repartitioning (HMR), which transfers
mass from a heavy parent-atom to each of the bonded hydrogens. This process results is a
decrease in oscillation frequency of hydrogen associated angles and dihedrals, such that a
longer time step can be utilized while performing all-atom simulations with lipids. Further-
more, HMR is applied such that the molecule mass is conserved. For our comparison, we
present results from multiple all-atom lipid simulations that compare the effect of HMR,
increasing integration time-step, and reduced LJ distance cutoffs to conventional MD. We
find that HMR has little effect on the structural and kinetic properties of membrane sys-
tems, an increased time step slightly effects membrane fluidity and diffusion, and lastly, a
shorter cutoff drastically differs across each of the measurements used.
Lastly, the two aforementioned studies prompted by the ongoing development of cell-
envelope spanning complexes led to a discussion of developing a method to construct a cell
envelope model resembling the periplasmic environment. In the last chapter, we present a
method from requisite genomic and proteomic information to create an abundance map of
cell-envelope associated proteins. Furthermore, with the use of cross-linking and mass-
spectrometry experiments, specific protein-protein interactions can be considered when





Bacteria are a major concern for human health across the globe due to the rapid increase
in the prevalence of antibiotic resistance, e.g. methicillin-resistant Staphlococcus aureus
or MRSA and N. gonorrhoeae [3]. One particular reason for this increase in resistance
is that receptor mutations have developed along the extracellular surface of the bacterial
cell envelope that current antibiotic treatments can no longer target. Therefore, it is of
utmost interest to understand the pathways that bacteria utilize for nutrient uptake in order
to develop the next generation of antibiotics.
Figure 1.1: A schematic representation of Gram-negative (left) and Gram-positive (right)
cell envelopes. Contrary to the positive counterpart, Gram-negative bacteria have an outer
membrane surrounding the cell wall and inner membrane.
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There are two primary types of bacteria, distinguished by the Gram staining process
developed in the late 19th century, Gram-positive and -negative, as shown in Fig. 1.1. The
latter are differentiated from their positive counterparts by the presence of a second, outer
membrane (OM) that surrounds the otherwise similar cell wall and inner membrane (IM).
The toxicity of Gram-negative bacteria can be attributed to endotoxins, or lipopolysaccha-
rides (LPS), that constitute part of the OM environment [4]. Unlike the prototypical lipid
bilayer, the OM is an asymmetric bilayer composed of an inner leaflet of phospholipids and
an outer leaflet of LPS [5, 6], shown in Fig. 1.2A. In contrast to the two aliphatic tails char-
acteristic of phospholipids, LPS has a varying number of lipid tails, typically four to six
depending on the species, as well as a large, charged oligosaccharide head group and long
O-antigen chains [7, 6, 8, 9, 10], shown in Fig. 1.2B. Divalent cations promote ionic bridg-
ing between phosphate groups on the LPS core-oligosaccharides that has been predicted
to reduce the lateral mobility of LPS [11], and induce a barrier to both hydrophobic and
hydrophilic molecules [12, 13, 6]. Due to the reduced permeability of the LPS-containing
bilayer, Gram-negative bacteria have an assortment of trans-membrane proteins that facili-
tate the passive diffusion or transport of molecules across the OM and into the periplasmic
space between inner and outer membranes [14]. Small molecules and ions (< 600 Da) can
passively diffuse through a variety of porins, or open channels in the OM; whereas large
molecules and nutrients are required to pass through transporters. Characteristic of most
OM proteins is a β-barrel structure spanning the membrane as well as long and charged
EC loops, see Fig. 1.2C. The orientation of these EC loops often play a significant role in
nutrient uptake across the OM [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Because ions and nutrients are required
to travel through OM proteins, understanding the function and transport mechanisms of
these proteins can lead to the development of the next generation of antibiotics.
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Figure 1.2: Bottom Left, sketch of a prototypical Gram-negative bacterium with the cyto-
plasm shown in light blue and cell envelope colors corresponding to the the model shown in
A) Gram-negative cell envelope model with inner membrane (blue and green spheres), cell
wall (blue and green volumes), and outer membrane (blue and magenta spheres). B) Com-
parison of Lipopolysaccharide (top, spheres and sticks) with phospholipid (bottom, blue
spheres). The core lipid-A molecule is shown in Magenta Spheres, core oligosaccharide
in red sticks, and O-antigen repeat in yellow/green sticks. C) Most abundant outer trans-
membrane protein in E. coli, OmpA; β−barrel shape (yellow) spans the OM. Red and
blue dotted lines are amphiphilic interfaces with LipidA (red) and phospholipids (blue).
Periplasm domain is thought to interact with the cell wall.
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1.2 TonB-dependent Transporters
The open nature of porins negates the utility of cytoplasmic energy sources in the periplasm,
e.g. ATP, GTP, NADPH, etc. [20]. Therefore, OM transporters typically require an inner
membrane bound protein complex to facilitate nutrient transport [21, 22, 23]. One such ex-
ample is the TonB-dependent transporter (TBDT) family of OM proteins, which require the
inner membrane bound TonB:ExbB/D complex to facilitate the import of metal-containing
complexes into the periplasm [23]. The N-terminus of TonB and ExbB/D span the IM and
transduce energy from the proton motive force, generated by the electrochemical gradient
across the IM, to extract the luminal domain of TBDTs. It is still not clear how TonB can
transduce this energy to TBDTs in the OM nor conversely how TBDTs signal TonB to
extract their luminal domain.
A key feature of TBDTs is that they import large, metal containing complexes, e.g. fer-
ric siderophores and chelates, cobalamin, zinc, etc. across the OM [23]; such that TBDTs
have evolved various techniques to pirate metal complexes from their host organism, as is
the case with Transferrin binding protein (TbpA/B) in Neisseria gonorrhoeae. Because of
their molecule specificity and their ability to transport large nutrients, the TBDT family
makes an ideal drug target [24]. Furthermore, because metallic compounds are required
for metabolic processes inside the cell, hindering the function of TBDTs can inhibit en-
zymatic processes, thereby slowing bacterial replication or proliferation, and potentially
increase the efficacy of antibiotics. Structurally, TBDTs are characterized by a 22-stranded
β−barrel motif with a luminal, or plug, domain that occludes the barrel [23]. At the N-
terminus of the luminal domain is a highly conserved sequence of amino acids known as
the Ton box, which is where TonB binds to facilitate transport [25]. It has been shown
experimentally that deletions or mutations to the Ton box can drastically reduce nutrient
import through specific TBDTs [26]. Furthermore, as is the case for the vitamin B12 up-
take protein (BtuB), some TBDTs require ions or, as is the case for TbpA, assistant proteins
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Figure 1.3: A) All-atom representation of the vitamin B12 transport protein BtuB (orange
ribbons) in a symmetric (left) and asymmetric (right) bilayer. The LPS oligosaccharides
reduce extracellular loop fluctuations by excluding the volume around the protein. Lipid
tails and heads are shown in glossy spheres with the LPS oligosaccharides shown in ma-
genta sticks. B12 is shown in light blue sticks with the cobalt shown as a red sphere. The
calcium binding site for BtuB is shown in white sticks and ions are represented as spheres.
for the binding of substrate [27, 2, 28]. Therefore, understanding the strength of substrate
binding as well as the flexibility of the binding site could illuminate the method by which
TBDTs signal TonB, how the luminal domain unlocks to permit substrate transport, and
how the proton motive force from TonB is transduced to the TBDT.
1.3 Utilizing Mass Repartitioning to Accelerate Lipid Simulations
Membrane models are frequently used in molecular dynamics (MD) studies because of
their biological relevance. As such, MD simulations can be used to study membrane prop-
erties and provide an atomistic description of membrane structure and dynamics [29, 30, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35]. For example, membrane-embedded proteins often require the incorpora-
tion of a membrane in the model for protein stability [36, 37, 38]. Additionally, membrane
permeability and small molecule interactions are often of interest in drug design, which can













Figure 1.4: (A) Structure of DPPC lipid, phos and link denote phosphate and ester link,
respectively. (B) Normal mass distribution for the atoms in the acyl-chain tail. (C) Mass
distribution for the same atoms with HMR.
In order to make predictions from MD simulation, accurate lipid force fields are nec-
essary when studying membrane systems[41, 42]. To date, multiple force field models are
available: AMBER14 [43], SLIPIDS [44], CHARMM36 [45], and multiple GROMACS
united atoms models [46, 47, 48]; several studies have compared present lipid models
and improved upon existing ones[39, 29, 48, 41, 42]. Force-field parameters are typically
evaluated based on their ability to reproduce experimentally known structural and dynam-
ical properties of pure-lipid bilayers, e. g., lipid area, bilayer thickness, compressibility
modulus, deuterium order-parameters, and diffusion coefficients[29, 42, 35, 41]. In some
cases partition coefficients have been calculated to validate lipid:small-molecule interac-
tions [34]. Furthermore, compatibility with water and protein force fields should also be
considered when choosing a lipid force field[49, 50].
The CHARMM36 (C36) lipid force field is frequently used in MD simulations be-
cause it can accurately reproduce a number of physical properties of lipids, as well as
its compatibility with the C36 protein and general small-molecule force field [45, 29,
42, 34, 35, 49, 50]. The most recent C36 lipid force field update resulted in improved
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agreement with experimental order parameters, compressibility modulus, and area per
lipid [45]. Furthermore, the recently launched CHARMM-GUI web interface, which
supports several MD software packages, has greatly facilitated the construction of mem-
brane systems for MD simulations, specifically utilizing the C36 force field [51, 52, 53,
54]. CHARMM-GUI automatically generates structure, coordinate, parameter and input
for pure membrane and membrane-protein systems, supporting numerous phospholipid
molecules through lightweight object oriented structure–analysis (LOOS) [55, 56].
In order to study properties of a membrane system, multiple simulations of sufficiently
long time scales are typically required [57, 39]. As such, there is significant benefit to
running longer MD simulations without the prohibitive computational cost, particularly
for membrane-containing systems, which can be much larger than protein-only systems.
One previously suggested approach to speed up MD simulations is by using a longer time
step [58, 59]. Implementing a longer time step decreases the accuracy when integrating the
equations of motion in MD; however, it has been shown that the introduced errors are typ-
ically much smaller than the statistical errors due to limited sampling. [60] Additionally,
the increased energy drift introduced by a longer time step can be dampened by using a
thermostat [60, 59]. Currently, the magnitude of the time step in atomistic MD is limited
by the fastest moving atoms in the simulation, which are the vibrational motions of the
hydrogen atoms [58]. Therefore, increases in time step can be achieved by slowing down
or restricting the movement of the hydrogens [58]. Common practice in MD simulation
has been an increased time step from 1 to 2 fs by keeping the covalent bonds involving hy-
drogen atoms rigid using SETTLE and SHAKE algorithms for water and other molecules,
respectively [61, 62]. The implementation of these algorithms doubles the available simu-
lation time at fixed computational cost; however, the SHAKE algorithm is likely to fail at
time steps beyond 2 fs for conventional MD [61, 59].
Recently, MD simulation studies have shown that time steps of up to 4 or 5 fs can
be altering hydrogen masses [58, 59, 63]. It is important to note that when implementing
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mass modifications, it is requisite that the total mass of the system does not change [58, 59].
As described by Feenstra et al., increasing the the total mass of the system will result in a
slower time scale for various events of interest, e. g., diffusion [58]. Similarly, in the virtual
site technique (VST), the hydrogens’ masses are assigned to the adjacent heavy atoms and
their positions are calculated and updated based upon the positions of the heavy atoms [64,
63]. However, implementing VST requires re-optimization of force field parameters, such
that when applied to the C36 force field, VST was shown to alter several lipid properties,
leading to thinner and more disordered bilayers [63]. Recently, it was shown that the
combination of VST with HMR on every fourth methyl group in the lipid tails resulted in
strong agreement with measured lipid properties in standard MD simulations [65].
To clarify, HMR modifies the atomic input by repartitioning mass from each heavy
atom to its covalently bonded hydrogens, while conserving the overall molecular mass [58,
59]. For example, when applying HMR, the reweighted hydrogen mass should not be
greater than 3 amu because a larger mass transfer would make methyl carbons lighter than
their bonded hydrogens. Hopkins et al. illustrated this method for both a small peptide
as well as a large protein in explicit solvent [59]. They found that the protein/peptide
with HMR applied, using a hydrogen mass of 3 amu and a time step of 4 fs, consistently
reproduced conformations observed without HMR. However, when HMR was applied to
both protein and water molecules, there was an increase in the viscosity of water and,
consequently, slower transition rates between different protein conformations. Therefore,
HMR should not be applied to water. Since its inception, HMR has been used in several
software packages such as NAMD [66], AMBER [67] and ACEMD [68], in order to speed
up MD simulation output.
It has also been shown that additional speed up can be obtained by decreasing the cutoff
for non-bonded interactions. Although C36 lipids were parameterized and validated using
a 12-Å cutoff with a switching function applied at 10 Å [45], most HMR studies employ-
ing lipids to date have used the C36 lipid force field with a 9 Å (default setting) cutoff in
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ACEMD or AMBER [69, 70, 71]. Previous MD simulations have shown that membrane
properties are highly sensitive to the cutoff value and Lennard-Jones (LJ) switching func-
tions because lipids dynamics are primarily drive by LJ interactions [45, 54]. Additionally,
lipids are more hydrogen rich than proteins, for which HMR was previously validated [59].
However, to date, the effects of HMR and a shorter 9-Å cutoff with the C36 lipid force field
have not been investigated.
1.4 Towards a Cell Envelope Model
Recall that the cell envelope of Gram-negative bacteria is a multi-component system con-
sisting of a symmetric IM, a peptide cross-linked cell-wall, and an asymmetric OM. Each
membrane, IM and OM, have an array of integral membrane proteins and associated lipo-
proteins that have various forms and serve multiple functions. Much work has been done at
the cell IM, and results from the SimBac lab have elucidated the action of the cell-wall [72,
73, 74]. Furthermore, results presented within this thesis [75] as well work performed
in the OM [76, 77] have shown the importance of simulating the native or natural en-
vironment. Therefore, building upon previous molecular dynamics simulations, protein
abundance data, whole cell genomics, and currently known protein structures, we present
a method for constructing an all-atom cell envelope for Gram-negative bacteria, which
can be further implemented within other Gram-negative bacteria. Furthermore, we suggest
more analysis that can be performed provided input data to create various cell-envelope mi-
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2.1 Introduction
TonB-dependent transporters, a subset of OM proteins, are 22-stranded, monomeric β-
barrels that transport large and rare nutrients, typically ferric siderophores and chelates,
by coupling to an energy-transducing, cytoplasmic-membrane-bound TonB complex that
spans the periplasm [78, 79, 23, 80]. While there are many similarities among TonB-
dependent transporters, BtuB uniquely depends on calcium ion binding to transport cobal-
amin (CBL), also known as vitamin B12, across the OM [27, 2, 28]. Crystal structures
show that five aspartate residues on EC loops 3/4 and 5/6, constructing the so-called “as-
partate cage” (Asp-cage), provide the binding site for two Ca2+ ions necessary for CBL
transport [17, 18]. Loop positions are known to be sensitive to solutes [81] and protein
dynamics are sensitive to membrane composition and thickness [82], necessitating highly
accurate models to capture such sensitivity.
In this work, we first introduce an LPS-containing model of the OM constructed in
silico in order to perform MD simulations of OM proteins in their native environment.
We then calculate the area per lipid, hydrophobic thickness and lateral diffusion rate of
the asymmetric bilayer. Next, we use this OM model to study the interactions of BtuB
with LPS molecules and compare it to those of BtuB in a symmetric phospholipid bilayer,
revealing unique protein-LPS interactions in the asymmetric system. Finally, this model of
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the OM is used to elucidate the role of Ca2+-binding, which is required for high-affinity
binding of CBL [2, 28].
2.1.1 Experimental Procedures
Simulation Systems
Five systems were built containing BtuB to elucidate the effect of LPS and the role of
Ca2+-binding in EC-loop stability. The apo-state (PDB: 1NQE) structure was placed in a
symmetric 1-palmitoyl 2-oleoyl-phosphotidyl-ethanolamine (POPE) bilayer and two asym-
metric LPS (outer leaflet) - POPE (inner leaflet) outer membranes using VMD [83, 84].
The Ca2+-bound (PDB: 1NQG) state was also placed in two asymmetric model mem-
branes [83]. The two asymmetric outer membranes only differ in the initial arrangement
of LPS molecules around the protein. Missing extracellular loops in the crystallographic
structures of BtuB were completed using the TonB-bound structure (PDB: 2GSK) [25, 18],
as seen in Figs. 2.1A and 2.1B.
Figure 2.1: A graphical representation of the loop completions performed on the A) apo-
state BtuB (PDB:1NQE) and the B) Ca2+-bound BtuB. Loop completions, shown in or-
ange, utilized the TonB-bound BtuB structure (PDB: 2GSK).
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Each system was solvated and then ionized to a salt concentration of 150mM NaCl.
The apo symmetric (Apo-sym) system has a total of ∼70,000 atoms with an outer leaflet
composed of 66 POPE lipids and an inner leaflet composed of 61 POPE lipids. The dispro-
portionate number of lipids is due to the cross sectional area of BtuB being greater on the
periplasmic side than on the extracellular side; therefore, more lipids were needed in the
outer leaflet to keep the area per lipid roughly identical between layers. The asymmetric-
bilayer systems all have a total of ∼137,000 atoms with an outer leaflet composed of 50
LPS molecules and an inner leaflet of 157 POPE lipids, details can be found in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Summary of simulated systems. Lipid counts are reported in Table 6.1.
System Atoms Water molecules Ions
Apo-sym 69494 14823 99
Apo1-OM 137411 27019 452
Apo2-OM 137407 27019 448
Ca1-OM 137407 27019 448
Ca2-OM 137407 27019 448
OM only 71781 13068 207
The initial model used for a single LPS was taken from the crystal structure of LPS in
complex with FhuA [85]. This LPS from E. coli K-12 is the rough form, also known as the
RaLPS chemotype [4], containing only lipid A along with the 10-saccharide core region
(see Fig. 2.2 for a schematic of the core saccharide) [86]. Two phosphate groups were added
to heptose I and one group to heptose II. Based on the crystal structure occupancy [87],
half of the lipid A moieties have one phosphate on the first glucosamine and half have
two; all have one phosphate on the second glucosamine. Thus, the net charge on each
LPS molecule is either -11e or -12e. LPS molecules were neutralized using mostly (97%)
Mg2+ ions, along with a few (3%) Ca2+ ions. These ions were initially placed using the
cIonize plugin in VMD, which uses a Poisson-Boltzmann solver to iteratively place ions
in electrostatic minima [88]. Force-field parameters for LPS were constructed by analogy
using the CHARMM36 lipid and carbohydrate force fields and, thus, are nearly identical
to those developed in Wu et al. (see Supplementary Materials for details) [9].
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Figure 2.2: Chemical structure of the core oligosaccharide used in the OM model mem-
brane simulations. Chemical structure is build in regards to the K12 E. coli oligosaccharide
outlined in Nikaido 2003.
Molecular Dynamics Protocol
NAMD2.9 was used for all MD simulations [66] along with the CHARMM36 all-atom
force field for protein, ions and phospholipids [50, 45]. A 2-fs time step was employed.
Bonded terms were evaluated every time step and non-bonded terms and long-range elec-
trostatic interactions were updated every 2 fs and 4 fs, respectively. Long-range elec-
trostatic interactions were calculated using the particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method [89].
Lennard-Jones long-range interactions were cutoff at 12 Å with a force-based switching
function used beginning at 10 Å. Temperature and pressure were maintained at 310K and 1
atm through Langevin dynamics and a Langevin piston, respectively. All bonds involving
hydrogen atoms were constrained using the SHAKE algorithm [61].
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System equilibration was carried out over multiple steps. First, all atoms were con-
strained with the exception of lipid tails, which were equilibrated for 1 ns allowing them
to melt. Second, water, ions, and lipid head groups were released and equilibrated for 2
ns in the symmetric bilayer. Due to large initial spacing of the LPS molecules, which was
necessary to avoid clashes during building, a surface tension of -100, -200, -250 and -300
dynes/cm equilibrated at 2 ns each was applied to the asymmetric membrane. This process
allowed the LPS to eliminate any gaps introduced in construction. Protein side chains were
then released for 1 ns before releasing the protein backbone and equilibrating for 10 ns.
Simulations were run in the NPT ensemble for 150 ns for the Apo-sym and 300 ns for the
Apo1-, Apo2-, Ca1- and Ca2-OM systems after equilibration. Analysis of each system was
performed on data collected from the last 200 ns of production for the OM systems and the
last 100 ns of production for the symetric bilayer, as shown in Fig. 6.1. Langevin dynamics
were employed to maintain the temperature at 310 K and a Langevin piston was used to
keep the pressure at 1 atm throughout equilibration and production simulations.
For steered molecular dynamics (SMD), an imaginary particle was affixed to the acety-
lated N-terminus of BtuB. This imaginary particle was pulled at constant velocities of
1 Å/ns and 0.25Å/ns normal to the bilayer plane out of the barrel. Twenty-two Cα atoms in
a ring around the barrel, one per beta-strand, were fixed normal to the bilayer to prevent sys-
tem propagation due to luminal domain extraction. The 1Å/ns SMD runs were performed
three times for each Apo system and the results presented are system and time averaged.
Due to the amount of time required, the 0.25Å/ns SMD runs were only performed once
each for the Apo-sym and Apo-OM.
Analysis
The membrane thickness was calculated by measuring the average distance between acyl
chain C2 atoms in the POPE leaflet and C2 or C4 on each of the LPS tails, as done previ-
ously [90, 53]. The APL was calculated by determining the total lateral surface area of the
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system, subtracting off the cross sectional contribution from the protein, and then dividing
that area by the number of lipids in each leaflet. The cross sectional area of BtuB was
determined using a double summation technique for a plane width of 1 Å normal to the
axis of the protein between the periplasmic turns and extracellular loops. Lateral diffusion
coefficients were obtained by calculating the mean-square displacement of the POPE hy-
drophilic head center of mass as done elsewhere [91, 92]. Similarly, diffusion coefficients
for LPS were calculated by measuring the mean-square displacement of the lipid A center
of mass. Mean-square displacement was also determined for the LPS center of mass, which
resulted in nearly identical diffusion values (data not shown). RMSF values were calcu-
lated only for the Cα atom of each amino acid [93] to remove rotamer conformation bias.
A full summary of the aforementioned values for each system can be found in Table 6.1.
2.2 Results and Discussion
Figure 2.3: Snapshot of BtuB in (A) a symmetric bilayer and (B) an asymmetric bilayer.
Water is shown as a molecular surface. Ions are shown as yellow for Na+, green for Cl−,
pink for Mg2+, and teal for Ca2+. NaCl concentrations are 150mM in each system. BtuB
is represented as orange ribbons. The phospholipid tails are shown in light blue and head
groups as dark blue spheres. Lastly, Lipid A of LPS is shown in pink and corresponding
Lipid A head groups as magenta spheres; the core oligosaccharides are shown in red sticks.
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2.2.1 Bilayer dynamics
Although the OM typically has an inner leaflet composition similar to the cytoplasmic
membrane [94, 95], the OM model used in this study is simplified by utilizing an inner
leaflet composition of pure POPE phospholipids. This is an intuitive simplification since
the OM inner leaflet is composed of ∼80% PE lipids [94]. We model our OM after K12
E. coli, whose LPS lacks O-antigen chains, possessing only the membrane-forming lipid
A and the inner and outer core oligosaccharides [6, 13, 10]. The model OM is shown
in Fig. 2.3 with the symmetric bilayer for comparison. In order to compare our model
system with previous experimental and computational results, we calculate the hydrophobic
thickness, lateral diffusion, and area per lipid for the apo BtuB symmetric bilayer system
(Apo-sym), Fig. 2.3A, each apo BtuB asymmetric bilayer (Apo1-OM, Apo2-OM), and
each Ca2+-bound BtuB asymmetric bilayer (Ca1-OM and Ca2-OM) systems, Fig. 2.3B.
We also simulated the model OM with no protein present.
The first check of model validity is the hydrophobic thickness of each membrane sys-
tem. As shown in Fig. 6.2, each protein-containing OM system as well as the model OM
has a hydrophobic thickness of approximately 25 Å, which matches well with recent results
of another OM simulation model [96]. When comparing the OM systems to the Apo-sym
profile shown in Fig. 6.2A, it is clear that the asymmetric OM is much thinner than the
symmetric bilayer. The membrane thickness difference is attributed primarily to tail length
difference (LPS has 12 to 14 carbons per tail whereas POPE has 16 to 18) as well as lipid
tail inter-digitation in the OM systems. Another verification of the hydrophobic thickness
is the location of aromatic residues on the protein, specifically phenylalanine, tryptophan,
and tyrosine, which are known to reside at amphiphilic interfaces [97, 98]. From the den-
sity profiles, seen in Fig. 6.2, it is clear that the OM systems match well with the aromatic
residue profile of the protein. In contrast, the increased hydrophobic thickness of the Apo-
sym system permits PE head groups to interact with the protein along the β-barrel/EC loop
interface, which can be seen in Fig. 6.3. However, the oligosaccharide number density as
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shown in Fig. 6.2B-E indicates that the LPS head groups align with the EC loops of the
protein.
The next check on model validity is the average lateral diffusion of LPS in the OM sys-
tems. It is understood that ionic bridging between core oligosaccharides by divalent cations
significantly decreases lateral mobility of LPS [6]. Multiple fluorescence experiments pro-
vide a range on LPS lateral diffusion from 10−13 to 10−9 cm2/s depending upon the LPS
variant [11, 99, 100, 101], This is in stark contrast to phospholipid diffusion values, which
are on the order of 10−8 cm2/s [45]. Shown in Fig. 6.4 and elaborated in Table 6.1, the
diffusion coefficients determined for LPS in the OM systems vary between 6.0 and 9.8
× 10−10 cm2/s, which are comparable to values found in previous simulations [8, 9]. Dif-
fusion coefficients for the inner leaflet of phospholipids are much larger, ranging between
4.3 and 6.4 × 10−8 cm2/s, for all protein-membrane systems simulated. This range is only
slightly higher than the calculated diffusion coefficient for the Apo-sym bilayer, namely
2.0 × 10−8 cm2/s.
The last check on the OM model is the observed area per lipid for each system. The pure
OM simulation was initially performed with 36 LPS and 102 POPE. This ratio was initially
chosen to replicate an experimental value of ∼156 Å2/LPS [102], which was utilized in
simulations by the Khalid group [8]. The area per LPS was found to be 179 Å2/LPS for this
test system, which was much closer to that of a similar variant studied by Wu et al. [9]; a full
comparison can be found in Table 6.1. This value further contrasts with the measured area
per LPS for the protein-containing OM systems, which was ∼10% larger, between 195
and 199 Å2/LPS. This is partly because the area per lipid or LPS for protein-containing
bilayers is less reliable than for pure bilayers as the cross-section of the protein varies over
its profile, making it difficult to estimate a priori the number of lipids in each leaflet prior
to simulation. While the area per LPS differs in the pure-OM and protein-OM systems,
the large number of LPS-protein interactions (see Tables 6.2 and 6.3) and the consistent
gel-like nature of the LPS leaflet suggest that this small difference in density does not lead
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to a substantive difference in BtuB’s behavior.
A simulation of a pure POPE bilayer with 102 lipids per leaflet was also carried out
for 60 ns. After disregarding the first 10 ns, the area per lipid was found to be 57.9±0.9Å2,
which is near the CHARMM36 reported area per lipid for POPE of 59.2±0.3Å2 [45]. This
value also is only slightly less than the measured area per lipid in the Apo-sym case of
58.9 Å2. The area per lipid for the inner leaflet in the OM systems was observed to be
4-8% higher at 61.4-63.7Å2 (see Fig. 6.5 and Table 2.1), although this may be ascribable
to inaccuracies in protein area. In light of the results from Wu et al. and the results of the
simulations reported here, future systems should be adjusted to target an area per LPS of
180 Å2.
Figure 2.4: (A) Ribbon representation of BtuB with Asp-cage highlighted in cyan sticks.
Key extracellular loops highlghted in red (loop 3/4), green (loop 5/6), blue (loop 7/8), and
yellow (loop 19/20). (B) Plot of root mean-square fluctuations (RMSF) by residue of the
BtuB Apo-sym (orange trace) and Apo1-OM (black trace) bilayers. Substantial RMSF
reduction occurs in the highlighted regions, which correspond to the highlighted loops in
(A). (C) Plot of RMSF by residue for the Apo1-OM (black trace) and Ca1-OM (red trace)
systems. A slight difference in RMSF is located in loop 3/4, where Ca2+ binding occurs.
RMSF plots for Apo2-OM and Ca2-OM can be found in Fig. 6.6.
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Figure 2.5: Hydrogen bonding interactions between the protein and membrane. Specific
protein-lipid hydrogen bonds are indicated as orange dashed lines and BtuB is shown in
black ribbon. (A) Apo-sym system showing a phospholipid, shown as grey sticks, hydro-
gen bonding (orange dash) to the loop 3/4 of BtuB. Loop 3/4 becomes deformed as Asp193
and Asp195 are attracted toward the zwitterionic POPE head group. This interaction causes
loop 3/4 to substantially deviate from its conformation observed in the CBL-bound struc-
ture. (B) Apo2-OM system with an LPS molecule, shown in grey sticks, hydrogen bonding
(orange dashes) to loop 3/4 of BtuB. The oligosaccharides in the OM systems exhibit hy-
drogen bonding along the extracellular loops of, including loop 3/4 residues Asp179 and




To better understand how LPS affects BtuB function, we first compared the interactions of
the apo-state BtuB, i.e., no Ca2+ nor CBL, in the Apo-sym and Apo-OM systems described
above. The asymmetric distribution of outward-facing charged and polar amino acids on
OM proteins [97], substantial anionic charge of LPS, and the observed alignment of the
oligosaccharides with EC loops suggest LPS should affect protein functionality. This claim
is substantiated by observing the stabilizing role LPS has on the EC loops, organizational
change in the interior luminal domain of BtuB, and significant difference in force required
to partially extract the luminal domain.
The stabilizing role of LPS on the protein is exemplified by the root mean-square fluc-
tuation (RMSF) of the protein backbone, particularly EC loops, shown in Fig. 2.4B. Each
of the highlighted regions, which correspond to highlighted loops of BtuB in Fig. 2.4A,
shows a 1-2 Å stabilization when LPS is present. This effect is due to the alignment of the
oligosaccharide along the EC loops as seen in Fig. 2.5B, which prevents the loops from
folding back over the membrane and, thus, limiting their range of motion, at least on the
∼300-ns time scales investigated here. Further investigation of the oligosaccharide-protein
interaction reveals a dense hydrogen bond network between the LPS and EC loops. These
hydrogen bonds occur between the LPS and charged, outward-facing residues in the EC
loops, particularly those closer to the EC loop apex shown in Fig. 6.3 and enumerated in
Table 6.2. This contrasts with the membrane-protein interactions observed in the Apo-sym
system, which occur proximal to the hydrophobic-matching region of the protein, along the
barrel/EC loop interface (see Fig. 2.5A).
An unexpected effect observed in the Apo1- and Apo2-OM simulations is a conforma-
tional change in the luminal domain of BtuB. The first observation was a structural dif-
ference between the symmetric and OM systems in the region from Gly82 to Ser91. This
region forms an α-helix in the Apo-sym simulation within the first 10 ns, whereas in all
OM systems this region forms a random coil, as seen in Fig. 2.6. Comparing this α-helix in
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the Apo-sym system to the CBL-bound crystal structure (PDB: 1NQH) reveals that Ser91,
a CBL-binding residue, is farther from its CBL-bound-state position due to this helix. In
contrast, the Apo1- and Apo2-OM simulations exhibit excellent alignment with the Gly82
to Ser91 backbone and side-chain orientations found in the CBL-bound crystal structure
within the first 20 ns of simulation. These structural changes observed are then maintained
throughout the remainder of each simulation (see Fig. 6.7). The second observation was
a conformational difference of a side chain rotamer in the Apo-sym and Apo-OM simula-
tions. Arg14, which forms a hydrogen bonding network with Gln299, Asp316, and Arg358
in the Apo-sym simulation, rotates about its Cβ atom in the Apo1-OM toward Gly82. This
rotation effectively “unlocks” the so-called Ton-box, the N-terminal residues that mediate
interaction with TonB, from the barrel wall. An unlocked Ton-box is also seen in the CBL-
bound crystal structure, although in neither case is full release into the periplasm observed.
To determine the functional role of the observed structural difference in the luminal do-
main and the apparent unlocking of Arg14, steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations
were performed to extract the Ton-box in the Apo-sym, Apo1- and Apo2-OM systems at
a rate of 1Å/ns and Apo-sym and Apo1-OM at 0.25Å/ns. Although exceedingly fast com-
pared to the biological process, these rates are in line with previous simulations [1]. It was
found that the unlocking of Arg14 results in an approximately 30% lower force required for
Ton-box extraction for the apo-OM systems compared to the Apo-sym system at 1Å/ns(see
Fig. 2.7). The approximately 250-pN higher force peak between 9 and 12 ns in the Apo-
sym case is due to Arg14 being electrostatically bound to the barrel wall via the hydrogen
bond network described above. The 500-pN force around 5 ns in both averages correlates
with the unbinding of Val10, Thr11, Ala12 from the luminal domain hydrophobic core.
This force would be significantly reduced upon TonB binding due to favorable hydropho-
bic interactions between the Ton box and the C-terminus of monomeric TonB [25, 80]. The
observed difference is further confirmed at 0.25Å/ns, which shows an approximately 15%
lower force required for Ton-box extraction in the OM system.
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Figure 2.6: Luminal domain organization of the (A) Apo-sym (purple ribbon) and (B)
Apo-OM (blue ribbon) systems compared to the CBL-bound crystal structure luminal do-
main (orange ribbon). There is an observed difference in the luminal domain secondary
structure (large oval) of BtuB in the simulated membrane systems. Apo-sym reveals an
α−helix between Gly82 and Gly92 whereas each of the OM systems reveals a random coil
along the same residues (see also Fig. 6.7). The random coil conformation brings Ser91, a
CBL-interacting residue, closer to the its conformation observed in the CBL-bound crystal
structure. The small oval shows the Arg14 (grey sticks) lock mechanism (A) “locked” to
the barrel wall, as found in the symmetric system and (B) “unlocked” or bend toward the
lumen. The “unlocked” conformation of Arg14 observed in the simulated OM systems is
also found in the CBL-bound crystal structure (orange stick). Movies of lumen extraction
using SMD can be found through Biophysical Journal.
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Figure 2.7: Plot of the observed force for Ton-box extraction from the luminal domain in
(A) Apo-sym (green) and (B) Apo-OM (orange) systems with corresponding standard error
shown in grey. Each curve is an average of three time-averaged constant velocity SMD runs
of 1 Å/ns. The Apo-OM curve is the run average of 2 Apo1-OM and 1 Apo2-OM SMD
runs. The peak force for Apo-sym occurs around 11 ns and corresponds to unbinding of
Arg14 from the hydrogen bond network as seen in Fig. 2.6. Peak force in Apo-OM systems
occurs around 6 ns and corresponds to the hydrophobic interaction of Val10 to Ala12 with
the luminal domain. Independent SMD run results can be found in Fig. 6.8.
2.2.3 Calcium-bound state comparison
Previous experiments by Bradbeer et al. concluded that BtuB has a significantly higher
binding affinity for CBL in the presence of calcium ions [2, 28]. Furthermore, previous MD
simulations by Gumbart et al. showed that calcium binding decreases the fluctuations of
the CBL-binding residues compared with the apo state, suggesting that the role of calcium
is to stabilize the binding site [18]. However, upon comparing the Apo-sym and Apo-OM
systems, we observe that LPS significantly stabilizes many of the CBL-binding residues
located on the EC loops as seen in Fig. 2.4B. Thus, the importance of Ca2+ binding in the
Asp-cage remains unclear.
Five calcium ions are found in the crystallographic, CBL-bound structure of BtuB, two
of which are bound to the Asp-cage located on EC loops 3/4 and 5/6 [17, 18]. Earlier mu-
tagenesis experiments on residues in the Asp-cage revealed a dependence on Asp residues
on loop 3/4 for effective CBL uptake [28]. To evaluate the importance of calcium, we again
compare the RMSF of the Ca-OM systems to the Apo-OM systems to illuminate a potential
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role for Ca2+-binding in the Asp-cage. Fig. 2.4C and S8, shows a substantial reduction of
RMSF in loop 3/4 in the Ca-OM systems, the RMSD is shown in Fig. 6.10; however, Ca2+
has little to no additional stabilizing effect on the other EC loops. Furthermore, the luminal
domain takes on a similar conformation as observed in the Apo-OM systems, as shown in
Fig. 6.7, indicating that the OM system promotes the proper luminal domain organization.
Therefore, combining observations from the present simulations with previous experimen-
tal evidence indicates that Ca2+ binding primarily affects loop 3/4. However, high-affinity
binding of substrate is not dictated solely by protein fluctuations near the binding site and,
thus, stabilization of binding-site loops alone may be insufficient. The presence of calcium
in the Asp-cage induces loop 3/4 into a conformation that closely resembles the CBL-bound
structure of BtuB, which was not seen in either of the Apo-OM simulations. As shown in
Fig. 2.8A, most of the CBL interacting residues on the EC loops align with their observed
conformation in the CBL-bound crystal structure; however, Asn185 on loop 3/4 is poorly
aligned. Comparatively, with Ca2+ bound as shown in Fig. 2.8B, there is a nearly perfect
alignment of Asn185 to the CBL-bound crystal structure, which, after forming, is main-
tained for the remainder of the simulations (see also Fig. 6.7). Thus, Ca2+ binding not only
promotes stabilization but also the structural reorganization of loop 3/4.
The arrangement of residues in the Asp-cage on loop 3/4 due to Ca2+ binding induces
a conformational shift of the remaining loop residues. This shift is made apparent by the
spontaneous formation of a small α-helix between Tyr183 and Gly187, seen in Fig. 2.8B.
The α-helix is first observed 7 ns into the Ca1-OM trajectory and is maintained for aprrox-
imately 50% of the trajectory thereafter. The helix is not formed in the Ca2-OM trajectory;
however, loop 3/4 still aligns well with the CBL-bound crystal structure as seen in Fig. 6.9.
Other recent molecular dynamics simulations have also observed spontaneous helix forma-
tion for an OM protein, OmpLA, in a native OM bilayer [53].
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of the (A) Apo- and (B) Ca2+-bound states of BtuB in the sim-
ulated OM systems. Orientation differences observed in loop 3/4 are emphasized by the
red circle. (A) Apo-state BtuB (orange ribbon) aligned to the CBL-bound crystal struc-
ture (transparent grey ribbon) from Chimento et al. [83]. Residues within 4 Å of CBL in
the CBL-bound crystal structure are highlighted as blue (Apo1-OM) and purple (crystal
structure) sticks. (B) Ca2+-bound BtuB (orange ribbon) aligned to the CBL-bound crys-
tal structure (transparent grey ribbon). Calcium ions are shown as cyan spheres and the
green sticks represent the CBL binding residues in the Ca1-OM system. Replicates from
the second OM system can be seen in Fig. 6.9.
2.3 Conclusions
The outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria provides an additional barrier to nutrients,
antibiotics, pathogens and other large molecules. This barrier provides the bacterium with
added protection but conversely makes uptake of essential nutrients more difficult. To better
understand the local effects of the outer membrane on embedded proteins, we developed
an OM model suitable for MD simulations. The hydrophobic thickness, area per lipid and
lateral diffusion rates of LPS in this OM model correspond reasonably well with previous
simulations and experiments [53, 9, 93, 90, 15]. The small discrepancies found in the
phospholipid leaflet can be attributed to difficulties in protein area calculation; however,
the corresponding diffusion values, membrane thickness and acyl tail interdigitation in the
bilayer provide evidence of a reasonably gel-like bilayer. Furthermore, simulations of an
OM transporter, BtuB, were carried out in a symmetric phospholipid bilayer and our model
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OM to characterize novel protein-membrane interactions in the native environment.
Significant differences in protein conformation were observed upon comparison of the
apo-state BtuB in the symmetric and model OM systems. Reduced fluctuations of the EC
loops in the Apo-OM simulations provide strong evidence that LPS plays an important
role in OM-protein dynamics. Whether fluctuations would increase on much longer time
scales, beyond the 100-200 ns simulated here, is uncertain. Additionally, a clear shift in
the arrangement of the EC loops was observed between the symmetric and OM systems.
For example, in the symmetric system, EC loop 3/4, which is key to substrate binding,
becomes greatly displaced from its substrate-bound conformation due to interactions with
phospholipids; in all the OM systems, loop 3/4 maintains an alignment similar to the crys-
tallographic substrate-bound conformation. Surprisingly, the model OM induces an organi-
zational shift in the luminal domain, despite having no direct contact. Lastly, in each of the
OM systems, Arg14 becomes unlocked from its interaction with residues in the barrel wall,
thus permitting a lower extraction force for removal of the luminal domain as observed
from steered MD simulations.
Previous experimental results had determined that calcium binding was required for
CBL binding and transport, even though the structural role calcium had on BtuB was not
known. The simulations performed here demonstrate that calcium binding promotes a
conformational shift in EC loop 3/4 as well as spontaneous secondary structure formation
in this loop. Comparing the OM systems reveals that primary loop stabilization occurs
by interactions between protein and LPS, with calcium playing a vital role through CBL-
binding-site organization and further loop stabilization. We hypothesize that this role pro-
vided by calcium ions is necessary for BtuB alone because CBL is the largest substrate
among those transported by TonB-dependent transporters.
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CHAPTER 3
HYDROGEN MASS REPARTITIONING FOR CHARMM36 MEMBRANE
SYSTEMS IN NAMD
Reproduced in part with permission from Curtis Balusek, Hennim Hwang, and James Gumbart.
Hydrogen mass repartitioning for CHARMM36 membrane systems in NAMD, submitted for publi-
cation.
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we aim to test the application of HMR with a 4-fs time step for membrane
systems by comparing lipid properties and lipid-protein interactions. Additionally, the ef-
fects of 9-Å cutoff are examined. Several single-lipid, mixed-lipid, and protein-embedded
membrane systems were studied. It is found that applying HMR with a 12-Å cutoff pro-
vides consistent results in comparison to conventional 2-fs time step and 12-Å cutoff MD
across all studied systems. However, employing a 9-Å cutoff altered several structural and
kinetic properties for lipid bilayers, even though no significant difference was observed in
protein-lipid and protein-protein interactions.
3.2 Methods
Pure Membrane Systems Construction
All-atom lipid bilayers were generated for pure membranes systems using CHARMM-
GUI [53]. Three pure-membrane models (2:0, 1:1, 0:2; saturated:unsaturated) of a single
lipid-type were generated, as well as a fourth, multiple lipid “Top6” model, with 240 lipids
in each leaflet. Each system was solvated then ionized to 150 mM NaCl. Further details
about each system and constitutive components can be found in (Table 7.1).
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Membrane-Protein Construction
The peptide sequence of the form ac-L8-nme (L8) was constructed and embedded into the
water phase of a box containing a preformed POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-phosphocholine)
lipid bilayer with a upper leaflet of 53 lipids and a lower leaflet of 52 lipids. The ini-
tial conformation of L8 was an ideal α-helix, placed 10Å from the bilayer surface. The
CHARMM36 protein [50] and lipid [45] force fields were used along with TIP3P for wa-
ter [103] for all equilibrium simulations.
Membrane Mixing
System construction and Anton simulation details of the mixed POPC:cholesterol mem-
brane were described in Hong, et al. [104]. The POPC bilayer with 680 lipids were con-
structed by duplicating four times an equilibrated bilayer with 170 POPC [104]. All sim-
ulation conditions of this large POPC bilayer as well as HMR simulations using a 4-fs
timestep and 12-Å or 9-Å cutoff of the mixed POPC:cholesterol membrane were identical
to those of the pure lipid bilayers described above.
Applied Electric Field Simulations
An OmpF membrane-protein system was created using the crystal structure reported by Ya-
mashita et al. [105](PDB: 2ZFG) and embedded in a POPE (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoylphosphat-
idylethanolamine) bilayer to replicate the systems used in Pezeshki, Chimerel, Bessonov,
Winterhalter, and Kleinekathofer. The system contained 99,157 atoms with 176 POPE
lipids, 19,421 water molecules, and 420 potassium (K+) and 396 chloride (Cl−) ions, to
obtain a 1.12 M KCl solution. Three replica simulations of 10 ns each were carried out at
0 V, ±0.2 V, ±0.5 V, and ±1 V mirroring a previous OmpF conductance study [106]. We
report the average and standard deviation of the current at each applied voltage by summing
up the movement of the charges in the z direction [106, 107, 108]. Results from simula-
tions were limited to 10 ns because a breakdown in the current was observed, especially at
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higher fields, such that longer simulations were not utilized.
Molecular Dynamics simulation
After initial construction, HMR was applied to each unique system, thereby creating two
identical systems with the only difference being the repartitioned mass. The unmodified
system was simulated through conventional MD, with a prototypical 2 fs time step and
12 Å cutoff (2-12) applied with a 10 Å switching function. The HMR systems were sim-
ulated using a 4 fs time step and either a 9 Å (4-9) or 12 Å (4-12) LJ-cutoff. Each system
was minimized for 1000 steps before being equilibrated for 10 ns. Production was 100 ns
for each system with data acquisition on the last 50 ns of simulation. System visualization
and analysis was performed with Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) [109].
Analysis
Upon completion of the simulations, trajectories were analyzed to measure structural and
kinetic properties such as areas per lipid (APL), membrane thickness (DHH), deuterium
order parameters (SCD), electron and mass density profiles, compressibility moduli (KA),
diffusion coefficient D, and dihedral trans-gauche transition rates.
In the present work, the 〈APL〉 was computed from the size of the simulation box in the
x-y plane and standardized by the number of lipids in each leaflet (240). Since we employ
pressure coupling, the simulation box is allowed to fluctuate during the simulation, wherein
APL was also used to monitor simulation equilibrium. Furthermore, the KA is a measure
of the stiffness of the membrane and it was calculated as,
KA = kBT ∗ A/σA2 (3.1)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, A is the area, and σA2 was the
variance of the area during the simulation. Membrane thickness is reported as the average
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head-to-head distance as measured in the lipid electron density profiles [110, 111, 112].
Deuterium order-parameters (SCD) are used to compare lipid simulations to experimen-




(3 cos2 θ − 1) > (3.2)
Withing eqn. 3.2, θ is the angle measured between the carbon-hydrogen bond vector and
the membrane normal. The bilayer normal vector used for SCD calculation is parallel
to the z-axis, because membrane curvature undulations are small in the pure membrane
simulations.
Diffusion values are measured from the the mean squared displacement of lipid center




< ‖~ri(t+ τ)− ~ri(t)‖2 >= 2nD∆t (3.3)
The sum occurs over all molecule mass centers and averaged for all time separations τ . Due
to an equilibration phase, the first 1 ns of time lag is discarded. The diffusion coefficient
then is proportional to the slope of the linear regime of mean-squared displacement versus
time-separation. All diffusion values are measured over the last 50 ns of simulation up to a
τ of 20 ns.
The insertion propensity, pTM, of the L8 peptide was calculated as the probability of
the peptide being in the TM state. To distinguish the TM state from the surface-associated
(S) state, a criterion of z < 8 Å was found to be optimal. The free energy of S → TM
partitioning was then calculated as
∆GS→TM = +kBT log(1/pTM − 1). (3.4)
Sufficient transition events were captured by using elevated temperatures
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Radial pair distribution function and clustering analysis of the mixed POPC:cholesterol
membrane were performed following Hong, et al. [104]. Undulation analysis was per-
formed using the MDAnalysis package [113]. Error analysis was performed following
Grossfield, et al. [114]. Briefly, a simulation trajectory was divided into M blocks, each of
length τb. The average of u2(q) from each block was determined and then used to compute





The error in kc was then determined by assuming a ‘worst-case-scenario combination’ of
errors from the four wave-numbers analyzed here: we subtracted the BSE from 〈u2(q)〉 for
the lowest wave-number and added the corresponding the BSEs to 〈u2(q)〉 for the remaining
three wave-numbers, followed by re-fitting of a first-order polynomial, which produced the
upper-bound error in kc. Conversely, a lower-bound error was obtained. We note that the
thus obtained errors were asymmetric, as illustrated in Fig. 7.3.
3.3 Results and Discussion
To determine the effects of HMR, time step, and cutoff on structural and dynamical proper-
ties, we performed all-atom MD simulations employing three different simulation schema.
As a reference, we first simulated each system studied using a 2-fs time step and 12-Å cut-
off with force-based switching from 10-12 Å (referred to as 2-12 throughout the text). The
other two schema implement HMR along with a 4-fs time step and either a conventional
12-Å cutoff (referred to as 4-12) or a truncated 9-Åcutoff with no switching (referred to





Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) is a common lipid that has been widely utilized
in both experiments and simulation, and thus it has ample data for comparison [115, 116,
45, 117]. Therefore, we used it here as a first test case for determining the possible role
of HMR and cutoff on structural and dynamical properties of a pure DPPC membrane.
We examined multiple static and kinetic properties of this membrane based on 100 ns
simulations, including electron density, area per lipid (APL), area expansion modulus (Ka),
order parameters (SCD), diffusion (D), and dihedral trans-gauche transition rates.
First, static properties of the pure DPPC membrane were measured to compare with
previous experimental and MD results, beginning with the area per lipid (APL) in each
system. APL is utilized to ensure appropriate lipid packing ratios as well as to provide
a straightforward comparison to experiment. The APL for DPPC at 323 K in the 2-12,
2-12-HMR, and 4-12 simulations is around 60-61 Å2 (Table 3.1). Experimental values are
slightly larger at 63.3-64.3 Å2 [117, 5, 115]. As the long-range interactions are reduced
in the 4-9 simulation, the area per lipid increases substantially, to 65.5 Å2. This increase
in APL is due to a reduction in the LJ interactions, which are dominant in the aliphatic
tails region (Fig. 3.2), also reflected in the decreased order (Fig. 3.1C) and thinning of
the electron density profile (Fig. 3.1B). Similar to APL, Ka are measured for each of the
systems to determine the membrane area fluctuations. Ka values from each of the DPPC
systems (Table 3.1) are in reasonable agreement with the experimentally observed value
(231 mN/m) with the 2-12-HMR system showing the lowest percent difference (∼ 1.5%).
Next we look at order parameters (Fig. 3.1C), and the values from our 2-12 simulation
agree well with previous experimental [115] and simulation [118, 119, 120, 45] results.
When comparing the 4-12 simulation to the 2-12 simulation, there is a small decrease in
lipid order resulting in a 5.7 ± 2.8% difference on average over all the carbon positions;
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Figure 3.1: DPPC membrane properties. For each panel, 2-12 is colored in black, 4-12 in
green, and 4-9 in red. An additional 2-12 with HMR is also shown as a dashed black line.
A. Area per lipid with standard deviation bars taken from last 50 ns of production. B. Plot
of electron density; membrane thickness (DHH) is measured from left peak to right peak
of each distribution. C. Plot of sn1 (top) and sn2 (bottom) lipid order parameters (circles)
for the 2-12 (black), 4-12 (green), and 4-9 (red) simulations. The 2-12-HMR values are
shown as black squares. D. Mean-squared displacement vs. time averaged over all lipids
and times for each simulation.
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when comparing 2-12 and 4-9 simulations, the decrease (17.4± 6.4%) is much larger, sug-
gesting that the cutoff has a significant effect on lipid order. To discriminate between HMR
and the 4-fs time step, we performed an additional simulation with 2-fs time step and 12-
Å cutoff as well as HMR (2-12-HMR), which showed a decrease of 1.0± 0.8% on average
in the order parameters (Fig. 3.1C), similar to the 2-12 simulation. This result suggests
that HMR causes little to no effect in the lipid order parameters, an increased time step
causes a slight but measurable decrease in order, and a reduced cutoff causes a substantial
decrease in order. The decrease in order is also evident from an increased interdigitation of
the aliphatic tails in 4-9 simulation (Fig. 3.2, bottom) compared to 2-12 (Fig. 3.2, top) and
4-12 (Fig. 3.2, middle) simulations. Furthermore, aliphatic interdigitation between mem-
brane leaflets results in membrane thinning by 1 Å in the 4-9 simulation compared to the
2-12 simulation (Fig. 3.1B).
Figure 3.2: Plot of molecular densities of DPPC in the 2-12 (top), 4-12 (middle), and 4-
9 (bottom) simulations. The overlap in aliphatic tails (grey) is shown to increase from
2-12 and 4-12 to 4-9 suggesting that the shorter (9Å) cutoff compresses and interdigitates
the lipid tails more than the 12Å cutoff.
Next, we examined kinetic properties for each simulation, such as the rate of lipid diffu-
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Figure 3.3: Diffusion plot of DPPC simulated using Lowe-Anderson thermostat (solid)
with the langevin piston simulations (dashed) as reference. The 2-12 simulations are shown
in black, 4-12 in green and 4-9 in red. Applying the Lowe-Anderson thermostat results in
significantly larger diffusion values across all simulation protocols. Increases in diffusion
are approximately 70% in for the 2-12 system and grow to 300% when comparing the
4-9 system.
sion and dihedral transition rates for the aliphatic tails. While diffusion values from simula-
tion are not reliable for a number of reasons, including a dependency on box size [121] and
thermostat [32], they provide a useful comparison between simulation schema. Diffusion
values (D) are calculated from the slope of the mean-square displacement vs. time, aver-
aged over lipids and time (Fig. 3.1D). For simulations with a 12-Å cutoff (2-12, 2-12-HMR,
4-12), diffusion values ranged from 1.30-1.64 Å2/ns, slightly smaller than the experimental
value of 1.78 Å2/ns [122, 123]. For the 4-9 simulation, D was much larger at 2.53 Å2/ns.
However, it has been demonstrated that Langevin dynamics, used in all simulations here to
control the temperature, reduces D by 35% [32]. Therefore, we also ran the 2-12 simula-
tion using the Lowe-Andersen thermostat instead, yet found that D was significantly larger
at 2.47 Å2/ns (Fig. 3.3). The increase in D was even greater for 4-12 at 2.47 Å2/ns and
4-9 at 6.56 Å2/ns.
To determine the source of the dihedral transition rate of aliphatic tails were measured
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in 2-12 and 2-12-HMR. The trans-gauche (t-g) transition rate for the aliphatic dihedral
angles were measured. It has been postulated that intramolecular conformation of the lipid
molecule is closely related to the intermolecular structure of the membrane, such that the t-g
transition in dihedral torsional may be a good measure for equilibration time needed [124].
This was done by measuring the rate of transition between the trans, gauche+ and gauche-
conformations of sequential carbons on the lipid tails of DPPC. It was found that even when
measuring the transition rates between trans, gauche+, and gauche- were nearly identical
across all simulation schema over a 1 ns simulation performed with 10 fs frame output.
More specifically, the average values for each dihedral angle was within 1 % of the other
simulation protocols.
In summary for the test case of DPPC, simulations suggest that HMR has a negligible
effect on the structural and kinetic properties when comparing the 2-12 and 2-12-HMR
systems. Second, the longer time step has a slight effect on the membrane, in particular, the
∼ 5% difference order parameters comparing 2-12 and 4-12 indicate a more fluid bilayer.
Lastly, as is evident in each measurement from 4-9, the shorter cutoffs lead to more fluid
lipids (∼ 17% difference from 2-12), membrane thinning (∼ 1Å shorter than 2-12), more
diffusive lipids (∼ 40% increase from 2-12 and 4-12), and a change in the overall lipid
density.
Other Membranes
Results of lipid membrane simulations are usually compared with observations from X-ray
or neutron scattering, or NMR experiments by considering temporal and spatial averages
of various observables, e.g., bilayer thickness (DHH) or APL [5, 131]. After measuring
the effects of HMR, longer time-step, and a shorter cutoff on an unsaturated membrane,
we proceeded to simulate three additional membranes to determine if varing lipid com-
position would alter our initial observations. We performed simulations on 1-palmitoyl,2-



































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3.1: Average properties of lipid bilayer; Area per lipid (APL), membrane thickness
(DHH), area compressibility modulus (KA), and diffusion coefficient (D). The values of
temperature in the parentheses indicate that the property was measured at that specific
temperature.
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phosphotidylcholine (DOPC, two unsaturated tails), as well as the so-called “Top6” mem-
brane, which is a mixture of saturated, unsaturated, and cyclic-containing lipids. In order to
expand upon the same measurements as the DPPC simulations, each of these membranes
were simulated using the 2-12 schema as a control, as well as the additional 4-12 and 4-
9 simulations applying HMR. We report the various physical properties of the membranes
in Table. 3.1. These properties were calculated over the last 50 ns of each 100 ns simulation.
For each system, APL values in the 2-12 and 4-12 systems are in a good agreement
with experimental measurements (See Fig. 7.1 for graphs of APL fluctuation over the entire
simulation period). It was also observed that the 4-9 systems have the largest APL values
in each of the systems, indicating that APL increases with a shorter cutoff (9 Å vs. 12 Å).
Furthermore, because the membrane thickness does not vary considerably between each of
the schemas, there is a resulting increase in membrane volume for each of the 4-9 systems.
One particular result of interest is the difference in diffusion values observed in each of
the pure membrane systems. There is a small increase going from 2 fs to 4 fs; however,
each 4-9 system has a diffusion value approximately 40% greater than in either the 2-12 or
4-12. This is due to the increased fluidity of the membrane as is measured from the lipid
order parameters (see SI). However, unlike all other properties, the values ofKA showed no
consistency between simulation schema. It is known that KA values from MD simulation
can be sensitive to the time frame used for measurement, because it is calculated based on
the area fluctuation, the discrepancy with experimental values were expected.
Lipid Mixing and Membrane Bending Modulus
To examine the impact of time step, HMR and cutoff on lipid mixing, we turn to the
POPC:cholesterol mixture previously investigated by microsecond Anton simulation[104].
Each leaflet of the mixture was composed of 70 POPC and 35 cholesterol, with the lat-
ter lipid species initially placed at the center of the bilayer. This mixed membrane was
simulated for 1µs with either a 4-9 or a 4-12 time step-cutoff combination. The Anton
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Figure 3.4: Impact of HMR, time step and cutoff on lipid mixing. (a-b) Average ratio of
unlike neighbors to like neighbors (UL) around a given lipid species. The expected values
based on mixing ratio are indicated by dashed lines. (c) Clustering analysis results of the
POPC:CHL mixture. (d-f) Time evolution of the radial pair distribution functions g(r) for
POPC:CHL. g(r) is averaged in 100-ns blocks and colored by simulation time, with blue,
green and red indicating the beginning, the middle and the end of a simulation, respectively.
simulation reported previously [104] provides the reference for a 2-12 time step-cutoff
combination. Unless otherwise noted, we analyzed the trajectory from the first microsec-
ond of the 2-µs Anton simulation for a fair comparison with the 1-µs runs performed in
this work. As shown in Fig 3.4, regardless of the time step-cutoff combinations, the final
structures of the mixtures are similar to each other, as reflected by the ratios of unlike-to-
like (UL) neighbors (Fig 3.4 a,b) and the size distribution of cholesterol clusters (Fig 3.4 c).
Therefore, the equilibrium distribution of the lipids is unaffected by the choice of time
step, use of HMR, or cutoff. The APL of the mixtures, however, is clearly affected: av-
eraging over all POPC and cholesterol yields an APL of 46.4 Å2, 47.1 Å2 and 49.4 Å2 for
the 2-12, 4-12, and 4-9 simulations, respectively, reflecting a trend consistent to that ob-
served in our pure lipid simulations (Table 3.1). Comparison of the three simulations also
reveals a clear difference in the speed of mixing. Semi-quantitatively, this can be seen
from Fig 3.4 d-f and Fig 7.2, which show the evolution of the radial pair distribution func-
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tion g(r) over the course of the 4-9 and the 4-12 simulations as well as the first 1-µs of
the previously performed 2-12 simulation. The g(r) curves, drawn every 100 ns, suggest
that the 4-9 run converges much faster than the other two simulations. Quantitatively, the
lateral diffusion coefficient of cholesterol in the 4-9 simulation (6.5×10−8 cm2/s) is over
two times faster than that in the 2-12 simulation (2.5×10−8 cm2/s). Similarly, POPC dif-
fuses significantly faster in the former system, with a diffusion coefficient of 6.1×10−8
cm2/s (2.2×10−8 cm2/s in the 2-12 run). In the 4-12 simulation, diffusion of cholesterol
(4.4×10−8 cm2/s) and POPC (3.0×10−8 cm2/s) is also accelerated compared with the 2-
12 simulation, although the acceleration is much smaller than in the 4-9 simulation, thereby,
resulting in distinct g(r) evolution profiles between the two 4-fs simulations. Apart from
lipid lateral diffusion, it is worth noting that a cholesterol flip-flop event was recorded in
both the 4-9 and the 4-12 simulation, in contrast to zero flip-flop event recorded throughout
the 2-µs 2-12 simulation. The larger APL in the 4-fs simulations may have contributed to
their increased cholesterol flip-flop events, as the former is linked to the free energy barrier
of defect formation in a membrane [132]. Overall, our data indicates that the choice of
time step, cutoff and use of HMR has a negligible effect on the distribution of lipids in an
equilibrated mixture, although other equilibrium properties, such as the APL, are evidently
affected. On the speed of lipid mixing, while increasing the simulation time step from 2 fs
to 4 fs and applying HMR has a rather moderate effect, decreasing the cutoff from 12 Å to
9 Å can significantly accelerate mixing.
Following our investigation on lipid mixing, we went on to evaluate how HMR may
affect one of the most important material moduli of a membrane, namely, its bending mod-
ulus (kc). Using a bilayer with 680 POPC, we performed three 1-µs simulations with 2-12,
4-12, and 4-9 time step-cutoff combinations, respectively. The ∼150 Å×150 Å bilayer
supported relatively long-wavelength undulation modes, thereby, allowing us to determine
kc from 〈u2(q)〉, the average square amplitude of undulation at a given wavenumber q.
More specifically, kc was calculated from the last 900 ns of the 1-µ trajectories according
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to 〈u2(q)〉 = kckBTA−1q−4 using the MDAnalysis package [113] and methods presented
in Refs [133, 134]. As shown in Fig 7.3, kc was found to be 30.9 kBT (12.9×10−20 J) in
the 2-12 simulation, which is comparable to the experimental value (9.0×10−20 J) reported
for a similar lipid bilayer (1-stearoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) [135]. To es-
timate the uncertainty in kc, we first examined the blocked standard error in 〈u2(q)〉. The
undulation mode with the smallest wavenumber (longest wavelength) was found to have
the largest error, and this error was approximately an order of magnitude greater than that
shown in Fig 7.3, if, instead of the last 900 ns, only the last 50 ns of trajectories were used
in the analysis (data not shown). This behavior supports the need for microsecond-long
trajectories in reliable analysis of kc. Here, the uncertainty in our kc values was found to
be approximately 2 kBT. Compared with the 2-12 run, kc decreased slightly to 28.6 kBT in
the 4-12 simulation. In the 4-9 simulation, a further decrease was seen, with kc reaching
25.4 kBT . We note that the difference between the 2-12 and the 4-9 simulations is well
beyond the estimated uncertainty in kc, indicating that the comparison is statistically mean-
ingful. The average projected APL was found to be 64.2, 64.9 and 67.3 Å2 in the 2-12,
4-12, and 4-9 simulations, respectively. Taken together, these results again reflected the
weakened lipid interactions when a short cutoff (9 Å) was adopted. Such weakened inter-
actions not only produced an increased area per lipid, but also reduced the energetic cost of
bending the membrane, thereby, resulting in a decreased kc.
3.3.2 Membrane-Protein Systems
Electric Field Simulations of OmpF
One of the most important functions of membrane proteins is the channeling of ions into
and out of the cell. OmpF is a well-characterized trimeric protein that acts as a nonspecific
ion channel in the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria [136, 137]. To continue the
investigation into the effect of timestep, cutoff, and HMR on protein properties like con-
ductance, we performed simulations with an applied electric field on the outer membrane
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Figure 3.5: Current vs. voltage for applied field simulations of OmpF in POPE membrane.
2-12 is shown in black, 4-12 in green, and 4-9 in red. The inset graph magnifies results from
lower potentials. Differences in timestep or cutoff and little distinguishable difference in
measured current in each system.
ion channel OmpF. Scaling by molarity, our results across all simulation schema compare
favorably to those reported by Pezeshki et al. [106] including the higher current for posi-
tive voltages due to a slight cation selectivity of the channel. At low voltages we observe a
near exact agreement between all three simulation protocols (Fig. 3.5). At higher voltages,
4-9 underestimates the current, while 4-12 slightly overestimates the current with respect
to the conventional 2-12. Furthermore, the deviation observed in the 4-9 system is higher
than that observed by 4-12 compared to 2-12 at higher applied potentials. However, the
deviation for each of the HMR systems is within, or very nearly within the error of the
conventional 2-12 system indicating that the effect of HMR, longer timestep, or shorter
cutoffs on the membrane dynamics does not significantly effect the dynamics of OmpF and
therefore the conductance is not significantly influenced.
Octoleucine Insertion in POPC
To further investigate how membrane-protein kinetics are affected by HMR, we performed
long equilibrium simulations of an octoleucine (L8) helix embedded within a symmet-
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ric POPC bilayer (see Methods) using a 4-fs timestep, HMR, and both 12-Å and 9-Å
Lennard-Jones cutoffs. With the peptide starting in a transmembrane (TM) state and us-
ing a high temperature (423 K), we measured the number of transitions between the TM
and surface-associated (S) states over the course of a 1.3- and 1.5-µs production run for
12-Å and 9-Å cutoffs, respectively. The TM state was defined as |z| < 8 Å, where
z is the distance between the center of mass of the peptide backbone and the center of
the membrane, consistent with previous studies of L8 insertion into a lipid bilayer [138].
The high temperature was necessary for sufficient sampling of the two states, and back-
bone dihedral restraints were added to ensure the peptide did not unfold at this tempera-
ture [138]. We note that the 200 kcal/mol dihedral force constant used in the non-HMR
systems produced instabilities in the HMR system due to the smaller masses of the heavy
backbone atoms compared to the non-HMR system. Backbone N and Cα masses are re-
duced by ∼15% due to HMR, therefore in order to maintain roughly the same mass-to-
force-constant ratio, we similarly reduced the dihedral force constant to 175 kcal/mol in
the HMR system. We observed 14 transitions in 1.3 µs (10.7 transitions/µs) with a 12-Å
cutoff, while we only observed 10 transitions in 1.5 µs (6.7 transitions/µs) with a 9-Å cutoff
(see Fig. 3.6A). In addition, the peptide spent far less time in the S state for the latter, with
∆GS→TM = −2.8 kcal/mol for the 9-Å cutoff compared to −0.9 kcal/mol for the the 12-
Å cutoff (see Fig. 3.6B and Methods for calculation ∆GS→TM). Previous multi-µs-scale
simulations of L8 at 423 K run on the Anton supercomputer with a 2.5-fs timestep and
a 13–14-Å cutoff without HMR produced roughly 12 transitions/µs, with a temperature-
independent ∆GS→TM = −0.9 ± 0.2 kcal/mol [138]. HMR systems with a 12-Å cutoff
are in good agreement with these results, reproducing the free energy difference and only
slightly underestimating the S→TM transition rate. HMR with a 9-Å cutoff, however,
significantly underestimates both the free energy difference and the transition rate.
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Figure 3.6: Transmembrane to surface-associated transitions of L8 helix in a POPC bilayer
with HMR. (Left) Position of helix within the membrane using HMR with a 4-fs timestep
and either a (top) 12-Å or (bottom) 9-Å Lennard-Jones cutoff. Center of the membrane is
defined as z = 0 Å. (Right) Position and orientations of L8 in surface-associated (S) and
transmembrane (TM) states. Peptide shown in cartoon representation and colored blue.
Lipid molecules are shown in line representation and colored by atom name (hydrogen
atoms ommitted). TM states are defined as |z| < 8 Å.
Benchmarks
Benchmarking simulations were carried out for the DPPC membrane (113,064 atoms) and
the large, 680-lipid POPC membrane (170,844 atoms). Each system was run on 1, 2, 4, 8,
12, 16, and, for the larger system, 24 CPU-only nodes of (1) Stampede2 at Texas Advanced
Computing Center (Intel Xeon Skylake CPUs; 48 cores/node) and (2) Bridges at Pittsburgh
Supercomputing Center (Intel Haswell CPUs; 28 cores/node). Each simulation system was
run using (1) a 2-fs time step and 12-Å cutoff, (2) a 4-fs time step and a 12-Å cutoff, (3)
a 4-fs time step, a 12-Å cutoff, and PME evaluated every 8 fs, (4) 4-fs time step and a
9-Å cutoff, and (5) 4-fs time step, a 9-Å cutoff, and PME evaluated every 8 fs.
As expected, the 4-fs/9-Å/8-fs-PME simulations had the greatest performance (mea-
sured in ns/day) at practically all node counts. However, the benefits accruing from each
approximation were not equal. The 4 fs-12 Å simulations are consistently ∼75% faster
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than the 2 fs-12 Å simulations on CPUs. However, employeeing a 9-Å cutoff only speeds
up simulations by an additional 20-45%. Evaluating PME electrostatics every 8 fs instead
of 4 fs is of mixed benefit at either cutoff, giving at most 40% improvement in speed at high
node counts; at reasonable (efficiency > 75%) node counts, the speedup is 20% at most.
Although no production simulations in this paper used GPUs, we also benchmarked
on 1-4 NVIDIA GTX 980 cards on a single node with two Intel Xeon Haswell CPUs (24
cores, using 6 cores/GPU). Going from 2-fs to 4-fs time steps gives a consistent speedup of
40%. No improvement was seen when shortening the cutoff; short-range interactions are
evaluated on the GPU(s), but these simulations are CPU-limited. Additionally, no benefit
was seen when evaluating PME every 8 fs instead of 4 fs.
3.4 Conclusion
All-atom MD simulations of lipid-containing systems are complicated and computationally
burdensome due to the typically large (> 100k atom) systems necessary for statistical
convergence of data. As such, conventional equilibrium MD simulations have utilized a
number of methods to speed up computational dynamics at the cost of resolution, e.g.
united atom force fields or coarse-grain, or through the introduction of restraints, i.e. rigid
bonds. Here, a method known as hydrogen mass repartitioning (HMR), is studied as applied
to lipids. This method has previously been validated for simulating proteins but not for
lipids. Here, we validate the application of HMR in comparison to conventional MD as
well as with a larger integration time step and shorter long-range cutoffs. From simulation
data, it is shown that HMR has a negligible effect under conventional MD. Simulations
performed with a 2 fs time step and 12 Å cutoff with and without HMR produce almost
identical structural and kinetic properties of a pure lipid membrane. Similarly, HMR with a
longer time step has a slight difference in membrane order parameters, resulting in a slightly
more fluid membrane, and diffusion values are approximately the same or greater by< 5%.
However, utilization of shorter cutoffs create much more fluidized lipid membranes, as seen
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in lipid densities, membrane thickness, and order parameters, as well as faster diffusing
lipids. In the context of pure membranes, the utilization of a short, 9 Å cutoff is not advised;
however, simulations with associated or embedded proteins suggest that the shorter cutoff
does not create substantial differences in production values.
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CHAPTER 4
A METHOD FOR CONSTRUCTING A CELL-ENVELOPE MODEL OF
GRAM-NEGATIVE BACTERIA
4.1 Motivation
The cell envelope of Gram-negative bacteria is complex in its composition of two mem-
branes, a cell wall, and constituent proteins. As described in previous chapters, the asym-
metric OM is primarily composed of β−barrel proteins whereas the symmetric IM contains
α−helical proteins. Secondly the Gram-negative cell wall is much thinner than the Gram-
positive counterpart and is linked to the OM by membrane associated lipoproteins. Con-
temporary work performed on the OM and attached cell wall have elucidated stress-strain
relationships between the two through attachment of Braun’s Lipoprotein [139]. From
chapter 3, we see that simulation speed increases can be achieved utilizing hydrogen mass
repartitioning, for longer simulations in the same amount of computational time. Lastly,
there have been innumerable studies published describing the dynamics of and membrane
effects of IM proteins.
Until recently, protein systems studied using MD have typically been performed in iso-
lated environments.This systematic reduction for studying proteins is two-fold. The first re-
duction has largely been due to limitations in computational resources, necessitating small
atom counts in order to get long simulation-time dynamics; however, with the ongoing im-
provement of super computing resources, such as Anton, Blue Waters, Stampede, etc., large
(> 10M atom) systems are becoming an increasing reality [140, 141, 142]. Second, it is
often rigorous to elucidate predictive information from a single-protein containing simula-
tion let alone a multi-protein system; however, great strides have recently been published to
describe the behavior of protein complexes [76, 143, 144, 142]. Another consistent issue is
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the amount of available experimental information for various Gram-negative species; from
available crystal structures, protein localizations, relative abundances, and intracellular in-
teractions. This is particularly evident for species other than E. coli.
Pursuant to the ongoing development and study of protein-complexes, the natural ques-
tion to ask is if there are protein complexes that span the cellular envelope of Gram-negative
bacteria. In short, yes, there are multiple protein complexes of distinct function and inter-
est, which contribute to various processes from protein and lipid insertion, e.g. β−barrel
assembly machinery and lipopolysaccharide insertion machinery respectively, to secretion
systems, i.e. AcrA/B-TolC multi-drug efflux pump (see Fig. 4.1) to name a select few. As
such, it is import to construct an all-atom model which contains all pertinent interactions
for the multi-protein complex being considered. Therefore, we describe a method for uti-
lizing genomic and proteomic data for identifying, localizing, and quantifying proteins by
relative abundance as well as using experimental mass spectrometry data to co-localize
periplasm proteins by interaction. This method provides a means to construct reliable
all-atom MD systems with relative abundances specifically related to envelope-spanning
complexes. This method is validated for K12 E. coli for a generic periplasm.
4.2 Method
First, whole-cell genomic data is obtained from Uniprot [145, 146] to establish gene identi-
fication as well as a thorough list of protein localizations. Since the protein localizations are
incomplete in Uniprot, an E. coli K12 specific database is used to validate and reduce the
initial genomic dataset from Uniprot [147]. An external database may not be available for
other Gram-negative species and special interest should be considered when highly abun-
dant proteins exist with no structure. Next, whole-cell relative abundances are obtained
from experimental proteomics studies [148]. For E. coli K12, there are currently thirteen
unique whole-cell protein abundance surveys. Of those thirteen, four have a whole-cell
coverage > 90%, including a WholeCell [148] integration of multiple methods, Absolute
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Figure 4.1: An all-atom rendering of the Gram-negative cellular envelope, showcasing var-
ious envelope-spanning protein complexes. The extracellular space is along the top and
cytoplasm along the bottom. The LPS insertion machinery (Lpt-complex) is shown in var-
ious green-blue hues at left. The β−barrel insertion machinery and associated chaperones
are located centrally in purple shades. AcrA/B-TolC efflux pump is shown in Orange-
Red-Yellow, respectively, on the right. The cell wall is centrally located in green and blue
volumes and connected to the OM by crystal-blue α−helix lipoproteins. Periplasm pro-
teins (various grey volumes) fill the space between the IM & OM. Lipid tails are shown as
grey spheres and phosphate head-groups are in blue/green spheres for the IM. For the OM,
phosphate head groups are blue spheres and magenta spheres designate the amphiphilic
boundary of LPS.
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protein expression profiling (Apex12) [149], Exponentially modified protein abundance in-
dex, (emPAI12) [149], Intensity Based Absolute Quantitation (iBAQ12) [149]) and another
three have abundances in excess of 60%, LC-MS/MS (GPM14) [150, 151], LC-MS/MS
(Krug13) [152], Krug-emPAI [152]. Each dataset provides a relative abundance of pro-
teins included in the survey normalized by protein mass. For example if protein A has
an abundance of 11000 and protein B 1100 within a specific survey, the relative ratio of
A:B is 10:1. Special care must be utilized to ensure abundance percentages are reported
for comparison between abundance studies. This process provides a quantifiable method to
procure proteins by localization in the cell-envelope, e.g. extracellular, OM, IM, periplasm,
cell-wall, or membrane associated; as well as by relative abundance.
As an additional means of producing accurate envelope models, a recent experimental
method for protein co-localization has been explored by the Freddolino lab at the Univer-
sity of Michigan. This process utilizes cross-linking and liquid chromatography tandem
mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) to determine protein interaction networks within the cell-
envelope. This process is performed by functionalizing exposed amino-acid side-chains of
cell envelope proteins with a unique linker then observing the spectroscopic mass shift from
cross-linking events. Since proteins have unique masses, observed spectroscopic shifts are
a unique linear combination of those masses, and therefore easily identified from proteomic
information. Currently, results from their cross-linking measurements are unpublished and
are thus not included here.
4.3 Results
In order to construct a cell-envelope model of E. coli, the most abundant proteins in the
periplasm and OM are utilized. The results from each localization can be seen in Ta-
bles 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4. Selections for the most abundant proteins was selected for average
abundance in excess of 100 parts per million or the most abundant 20 proteins in the local-
ization.
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For the OM, the most abundant protein is OmpA, an 8-stranded β−barrel protein, with
a periplasm domain thought to associate with the cell wall [153]. This protein has an
abundance about four times greater than the next greatest OM proteins, OmpX, OmpF,
OmpT, and OmpC, shown in Table 4.1. OmpF and OmpC are proteins that trimerize and
permit passive diffusion of ions across the OM [136, 137, 154], such that an accurate
model with a trimeric state of each of these proteins should include four OmpA each,
three OmpX, and three OmpT. Furthermore, it is believed that the OM is approximately
∼ 50% protein by mass [155], such that the lipid composition can be postulated. The
approximate mass (Daltons) of K12 LPS is 3.9 kDa, and a typical phospholipid (POPE)
is 0.720 kDa. There is a 3:1 ratio of phospholipids to LPS due to size, such that a unit of
lipids is around 6 kDa. Each of the OM associated proteins vary in size and mass; however,
utilizing the most abundant, OmpA is 35 kDa, OmpX is 16 kDa, OmpF is 37 kDa, OmpC is
38 kDa, and OmpT is 33 kDa. An outer membrane model put forth consists of proportional
parts OmpA, OmpX, OmpF, OmpC, and OmpT that has a ratio of 12:3:1 trimer:1 trimer:3
β−barrels based upon abundance and a corresponding 132 lipid units (132 LPS and 396
phospholipids). Similarly, OM-associated lipoproteins, seen in Table 4.2, have abundances
that are approximately similar to that of the OM β−barrel proteins. The most abundant
is Braun’s lipprotein, lpp, which is known to be lipidated at the C-terminus, and inserted
into the inner leaflet of the OM. Furthermore, the trimeric state of lpp has a monomeric
glycosidic cross-link with the peptidoglycan cell-wall [72, 73, 74]. The next two most
abundant lipoproteins, ecnB and osmE are associated with regulation of osmotic shock of
the bacterium, but unfortunately have no crystal structure for E. coli K12.
The next area of greatest interest lies in constructing an accurate periplasm model. Due
to the substantial barrier to entry afforded by the OM, imagining the constitutive compo-
nents of the periplasm is virtually impossible. This is especially difficult whe attempting
to determine the amount of protein encapsulated by the periplasm. A recent paper by

















































































































































































































































































































Table 4.1: Most abundant integral outer membrane proteins (abundances > 100 ppm).
There are a total of 65 known proteins to be integral outer membrane proteins in E. coli.
The most abundant, OmpA, is thought to adhere to the cell-wall in the absence of Braun’s
Lipoprotein (lpp).
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E. coli to osmotic stress [156] and observing how the cell envelope responded to the differ-
ence in turgor pressure across the envelope. Furthermore, they argue that across variations
in osmalarity, the periplasm acts similar to the cytoplasm such that there is osmotic reg-
ulation occuring within the periplasmic space. This further suggests that the periplasmic
space should be ∼ 70% water by mass. Under this assumption, then an accurate model of
the periplasm can be constructed from the relative abundances of periplasm proteins found
in Table 4.4. The most abundant periplasm proteins tend to be regulatory proteins, or re-
sponsible for the capture of resources within the periplasm. For example, SodA, LivJ, and
MglB, are all responsible for capturing superoxide dismutase, leucine/isoleucine/valine,
and glucose/galactose respectively. Furthermore, a few other proteins such as HdeA/B re-
spond to heat shock and Skp is a polypeptide chaperone. There is some liberty in choice of
periplasm proteins depending upon the system of interest.
Lastly are the integral, membrane-associated, or lipo-proteins of the IM. First, it should
be addressed that there are almost 1000 IM associated proteins, which does not include
the cytoplasm facing IM associated proteins (> 500 more). However, constructing the IM
is where flexibility comes in when constructing an envelope model. If the burden would
be to construct an entire cell, then the information contained would need to be expanded
greatly to accomodate. This is due to the fact that many of the proteins (or in the case of
abundances, genes) localized to the IM are uncharacterized. Other proteins, such as the
small mechanosenstive channel protien (MscS) has been previously characterized [157].
While this is simultaneously disheartening, it provides for great opportunity to generate
all-atom systems with interesting protein-complexes such as the AcrA/B-TolC multidrug




The entire cell envelope of Gram-negative bacteria provides ample space for exploring
the associated dynamics of cellular uptake, regulation, and excretion. The culmination
of whole cell proteomics data as well as ongoing experiments to determine protein lo-
calizations, crystal structures, as well as protein-protein, protein-membrane, and protein-
cell-wall interactions provide opportunity for computational simulation. More specifically,
recent experiments with LC-MS/MS have generated high confidence protein-protein inter-
actions within sub-cellular compartments. These protein-protein interaction maps, along
with abundance data, can be used to create high resolution, all-atom, microcosm environ-
ments where all the proteins contained within are interacting with each other. This opens
up the possibility of gaining deeper insight into envelope-spanning protein complex func-
tion. Further directions for the cell-envelope project are towards constructing these all-atom
models to better understand how these spanning complexes handle stress response, how in-
sertion of lipids or LPS into the OM occurs, and begin to understand how the proteins in



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.2: Twenty most abundant OM associated lipoproteins. Lpp, also known as Braun’s
lipoprotein, is primarily responsible for anchoring the cell wall to the OM. In the absence
of Lpp, it has been shown [153] that OmpA can also bind and attach to the cell wall. Other
lipoproteins such as ecnB and osmE are associated with bacterial funciton under osmotic
shock. SlyB is associated with bacterial response to fluctutaions in [Mg2+]. (∗Crystal












































































































































































































































































































Table 4.3: Top: Three of eight most abundant periplasm facing OM-associated proteins.
These proteins differ from OM-lipoproteins in that they are not lipidated, and are either
not considered β−barrel proteins, or do not span the membrane. Center: EC-facing OM














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.4: Twenty of the most abundant periplasm proteins (not membrane associated).
Majority of proteins shown here are capture proteins†; responsible for capturing free diffus-
ing amino acids, oligopeptides, ions, or carbohydrates in the periplasm. fliY is a Flagellar
motor assocaite protein, hdeA/B are heat-shock proteins and skp is a polypeptide chaperone




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.5: Twenty of the most abundant integral IM proteins. Many of the most abundant
IM proteins shown within this table vary in function. Some perform regulatory functions
such as MscS, others such as Wzz are responsible for regulating the length of O-antigens
expressed on LPS. Although there are over 900 localized to the IM, only ∼ 100 have an
abundance over 50 ppm across the seven abundance measurements shown, suggesting that

















































































































































































































































































Table 4.6: Combination of IM lipoproteins and periplasm facing IM associated proteins.
with the exception of the methionine binding protein MetQ, many of the proteins shown
have relatively low abundance when compared to other groups. Of note is AcrA, one of the




Over the past three decades, great strides have been made in developing encompassing
bio-molecular force fields to describe atomistic behavior, compuational power has grown
exponentially, and the amount of subcellular information has exploded. The culmination
of this information has permitted computational dynamicists to use their computers as a
molecular microscope to study the phenomena and behavior of proteins, membranes, and
other biological molecules. Naturally, an area of study that has grown with the field of
biophysics is at the cellular interface, where regulation and nutrient uptake are critical for
cell vitality.
The first study, presented in chapter 2, simulated the outer-membrane transporter BtuB
in a symmetric phospholipid membrane as well as an asymmetric LPS-containing mem-
brane. Results from the simulations, published in Biophysical Journal, suggest that the
OM environment plays a role on the function of OM associated proteins, which was also
observed in another outer membrane porin [53]. Furthermore, the allosteric effect that the
membrane composition has within the β−barrel effects the force required to extract the
luminal domain from the barrel. In comparison to the Ca2+-bound state, while the LPS
oligosaccharides stabilize the extracellular loops of apo-state BtuB, the stabilization does
not create an adequate binding site for B12, the substate that binds BtuB. Therefore, it is
suggested from observed simulations that future simulations of OM proteins be performed
in native lipid membranes to capture membrane-protein interactions. In order to further the
study of TonB-dependent transporters (TBDTs) in their native environment, it is suggested
to look at two different areas, the first being substrate binding at the extracellular interface,
as well as luminal domain extraction. The first method could be directed such that the
signaling mechanism for dislocating the Ton-box can be better understood and therefore
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targeted for antibiotic uptake, which ties directly to the second method of luminal domain
extraction. Previous studies have suggested mechanisms for partial or full luminal-domain
extraction [18]. Since the luminal-domain of TBDTs is highly conserved, it would be pos-
sible to see if and how the signal transduction is maintained across homologous proteins.
Next, as the move to larger system sizes becomes more prevalent, methods to enhance
the computational output while reducing computational costs are necessary. As outlined
for proteins, by Hopkins et al., hydrogen mass repartitioning (HMR) provides a means to
speed up computational output while utilizing the same amount of resources. This is done
by reweighting the mass of the hydrogens attached to heavy-mass parent atoms of proteins,
while maintaining the mass of the molecule [59]. This method has been applied to multiple
systems through an accelerated MD software with a 4 fs timestep and a short, 9 Å cutoff for
long-range interactions. Furthermore, this method was being applied to membrane-protein
systems without validation on various lipid types. Here, we present a validation of utiliz-
ing HMR with various time steps and cutoffs to determine the effect of HMR, timestep,
and cutoff on the production of membrane systems. The results from pure membrane sug-
gest that there is a negligible effect of HMR when comparing conventional MD systems.
Second, the change in time-step incurs a small penalty when comparing lipid order param-
eters, and only a small change in the diffusion observed in simulation. It is the cutoff of
the simulations that create the greatest change across all simulations performed. This is
unsurprising as lipids primarily interact by London-dispersion and hard-sphere repulsion,
governed by the Lennard-Jones potential, such that changes to the cutoff of the non-bonded
LJ interaction will have an adverse effect on production. While a difference is expected,
the results from HMR simulations suggest that using a 9 Å cutoff drastically effects struc-
tural and kinetic properties of lipids and should therefore be used cautiously, as the effects
observed in membrane-protein simulations are not as egregious.
Lastly, building upon simulations in the OM and accelerations of simulation, we turn
to the components necessary for an all-atom cell-envelope model for Gram-negative bac-
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teria. As outlined, there are multiple databases of whole cell proteomics information with
corresponding localizations and abundances. The gretaest limitation in constructing a cell-
envelope model is in determining the pieces and if those exist. From the tables shown in
Chapter 4, many of the abundant proteins at various cellular localizations have no structural
information currently and are unable to be included in an envelope model. However, the
abundance data as provided sheds light on relative measures and amounts of proteins to be
included in smaller, simulation systems. In order to construct theses microsystems, more
information about protein-protein interactions must be elucidated experimentally. Work is
being done currently to determine these interactions with high confidence, such that cell-
envelope interaction maps can be created and influence system construction. Therefore, it
is suggested that taking in protein interaction data and supplement with protein abundances
to generate envelope models to study envelope spanning complexes will be the next great
leap in computational simulation.
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CHAPTER 6
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION: ROLE OF THE NATIVE
OUTER-MEMBRANE ENVIRONMENT ON THE TRANSPORTER BTUB
The original supplemental information can be found in Biophysical Journal
Volume 111. Issue 7. p1409–1417. October 2016.
doi:https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2016.08.033
Figure 6.1: RMSD of the protein backbone for each simulated system compared to the
CBL-bound crystal structure. Data regions used for analysis in each system has also been
highlighted.
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(a) Sym (b) Apo1 (c) Apo2
(d) Ca1 (e) Ca2 (f) OM
Figure 6.2: Plot of the hydrophobic thickness profiles for the simulated systems. In each
system, the protein density from carbonα is shown in orange, lipid A acyl C2 and C4 atoms
in magenta, the core oligosaccharides (LPS headgroup) in purple, POPE acyl C2 carbons
in blue and the aromatic protein sidechains are in green. The number density of the last
carbon atoms of the POPE acyl tails (black) and the last carbons on each of the lipid A tails
(red) represent aliphatic tail interdigition at 0 z-displacement. The hydrophobic thickness
is determined between the blue and magenta curves.
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Figure 6.3: Representation of the amino acids that hydrogen bond with LPS (blue), POPE
(yellow) or both (green). The hydrophobic matching region as determined from aromatic
side chains is represented as red (extracellular) and blue (periplasmic) dashed lines. Side
chains that interact with LPS tend to be much farther up the EC loops than those interacting
with POPE.
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(a) Phospholipid (b) LPS
Figure 6.4: Plots of Mean Square Displacement of (A) lipids in the inner phospholipid-
containing leaflet and (B) outer LPS-containing leaflet. The diffusion coefficients for each
leaflet are provided in Table S2.
Figure 6.5: Plot of the area per lipid versus time for the inner phospholipid containing
leaflet of each system. Each of the LPS-containing model membranes have an APL con-
vergence around 63 Å2.
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Figure 6.6: RMSF plots of Apo2-OM and Ca2-OM. Apo2-OM is shown in black and
Ca2-OM is shown in red. Similar to the observations in Apo1- and Ca1-OM, there is a
significant reduction in the fluctuation of loop 3/4 as well as a slight reduction in loop 5/6.
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Figure 6.7: Timeline plots for the luminal domain region of Leu79 to Asp95. The α−helix
forms quickly in the Apo-sym simulation whereas the random coil is more prominent in the
OM systems between residues Asn86 and Ser91. This random coil configuration permits
Ser91 to be closer to the organization observed in the CBL-bound crystal structure.
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(a) Apo-Sym-1Å/ns (b) Apo-OM-1Å/ns (c) Apo-0.25Å/ns
(d) Apo-sym-1Å/ns-1 (e) Apo-sym-1Å/ns-2 (f) Apo-sym-1Å/ns-3
(g) Apo-OM-1Å/ns-1 (h) Apo-OM-1Å/ns-2 (i) Apo-OM-1Å/ns-3
Figure 6.8: Time averaged plots from the SMD extraction of the Ton box. (A) Three sep-
arate SMD simulations at 1 Å/ns of luminal domain extraction in the Apo-sym simulation.
Start frames were seeded from 100 ns (red), 100 ns (blue), and 150 ns (green). (B) Three
separate SMD simulations at 1 Å/ns of luminal extraction in the Apo1-OM (red, blue) and
Apo2-OM (green) simulation. Start frames were seeded from Apo1-OM at 100 ns (red),
150 ns (blue), and Apo2-OM at 100 ns (green). (C) Force curve from constant SMD lu-
men extraction performed at 0.25 Å/ns. The Apo-OM system (orange) produces a smaller
extraction force compared to the Apo-sym system (green). (D-I) Plots of time averaged
curves shown in (A) and (B) with accompanying raw data.
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(a) Apo-OM2 (b) Ca-OM2
Figure 6.9: Comparison of the (A) Apo- and (B) Ca2+-bound states of BtuB in the second
simulated OM systems. (A) Apo-state BtuB (orange ribbon) aligned to the CBL-bound
crystal structure (transparent grey ribbon) from Chimento et al. [83]. Residues within 4 Å
of CBL in the CBL-bound crystal structure are highlighted as blue (Apo2-OM) and purple
(crystal structure) sticks. (B) Ca2+-bound BtuB (orange ribbon) aligned to the CBL-bound
crystal structure (transparent grey ribbon). Calcium ions are shown as cyan spheres and the
green sticks represent the CBL binding residues in the Ca2-OM system.
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Figure 6.10: RMSD of Loop 3/4 in each of the simulated systems. RMSD was calculated
for the sidechains and backbone of His176 to Lys200 in comparison to the CBL-bound
crystal structure. Greatest amount of deviation ( > 8Å) is observed in the Apo-sym system
with decreased values for the Apo1- and Apo2- as well as Ca1- and Ca2-OM.
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Figure 6.11: (A) Top down view of a pyranose ring, found in each of the sugars in the
core oligosaccharide. The (B) chair conformation of a pyranose ring is the energetically
favored conformation as compared to the (C) boat conformation. Determination of sugar
conformation was done by measuring the dihedral angels on either side of the O5 oxygen.
(D-G) include results from each of the OM simulations as an average dihedral conformation
throughout the trajectory.
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Apo-sym 66-POPE 2.3× 10−8 58.8± 0.4
34
(150 ns) 61-POPE 2.0× 10−8 63.7± 1.3
Apo1-OM 50-LPS 7.2× 10−10 194.6± 1.6
24
(300 ns) 157-POPE 4.4× 10−8 61.9± 0.5
Apo2-OM 50-LPS 6.2× 10−10 192.6± 1.3
24
(300 ns) 157-POPE 4.3× 10−8 61.4± 0.4
Ca1-OM 50-LPS 9.8× 10−10 197.3± 1.3
26
(300 ns) 157-POPE 4.5× 10−8 62.8± 0.4
Ca2-OM 50-LPS 6.0× 10−10 193.1± 1.5
25
(300 ns) 157-POPE 4.6× 10−8 61.5± 0.5
OM only 36-LPS 8.1× 10−10 178.9± 0.6
25
(172 ns) 102-POPE 6.4× 10−8 63.1± 1.4
Table 6.2: Summary of hydrogen bonds from the Apo1-OM and Apo2-OM systems. Oc-
cupancies over 100% are due to multiple hydrogen bonds forming simultaneously.
BtuB Residue LPS component Apo1-OM occ. Apo2-OM occ.
Loop 1/2
SER146 LipidA 91.75 -
ASN147 LipidA 96.30 -
Loop 3/4
TYR172 LipidA - 11.10
ASP179 Gal 11.10 -
ASP179 Gal 21.80 -
ASP179 Gal 38.55 -
ASP179 Glc 124.85 -
ASP179 KDO - 13.95
TYR183 KDO - 25.15
TYR183 KDO - 10.50
GLY184 Hep - 21.10
THR186 Hep - 22.05
THR188 Hep - 11.45
THR192 Hep 17.00 -
ASP193 Hep 100.30 -
ASP193 Gal 20.80 15.15
ASP193 Glc 18.85 -
ASP193 Glc 15.30 -
ASN194 Hep 17.35 -
Continued on next page
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Table S6.2 – continued from previous page
BtuB Residue LPS component Apo1-OM occ. Apo2-OM occ.
ASN194 Hep 24.10 -
ASN194 Gal 15.00 -
ASN194 Gal 19.20 -
LYS200 LipidA - 73.05
Loop 5/6
ASP241 Glc 23.70 -
THR242 Glc 10.70 -
LYS244 LipidA - 33.30
TYR246 LipidA - 53.35
GLN248 LipidA 29.40 -
TRP250 LipidA - 10.70
Loop 7/8
HSE280 Hep 11.00 -
TYR281 Hep 11.25 -
ARG283 KDO - 11.15
ARG283 LipidA - 14.95
TYR284 Hep - 28.05
ASP285 Hep 218.50 35.25
ASP285 Hep 61.25
SER286 Hep 19.65 -
SER286 Hep 44.65 -
SER287 Glc - 11.00
SER287 Glc - 12.80
Loop 9/10
THR321 KDO - 26.70
THR321 KDO - 61.00
GLU330 Glc 16.35 -
GLU330 Gal 54.15 -
ASP331 Glc 35.15 85.40
ASP331 Glc 36.00
ASP331 Hep 27.60 -
GLY332 Hep 66.10 -
GLY332 Gal - 16.30
GLY332 Glc - 38.20
TYR333 Glc 19.40 10.45
TYR333 Glc 24.30
TYR333 Hep - 23.95
TYR333 Hep - 14.15
TYR333 Gal - 11.20
ASP334 Gal - 86.10
Loop 11/12
GLN364 Gal 24.05 24.70
Continued on next page
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Table S6.2 – continued from previous page
BtuB Residue LPS component Apo1-OM occ. Apo2-OM occ.
ARG367 KDO 76.65 -
ARG367 LipidA 58.20 189.05
Loop 13/14
TYR402 Gal 25.55 22.25
TYR402 Gal 11.55
PRO408 Glc - 13.40
ASN409 Gal 17.35 -
ASN409 Gal 10.75 -
ASN409 Glc - 57.15
ASN409 Glc - 50.15
ASP411 Hep 15.75 27.15
ASP411 Glc 65.75 -
Loop 15/16
ASP442 Hep 117.45 -
GLU456 Gal 51.80 -
GLU456 Gal 22.75 -
ARG460 Hep 17.65 -
Loop 19/20
THR525 LipidA 122.10 -
TYR527 KDO 51.70 -
TYR527 Hep - 116.35
GLN537 Glc 10.70 13.20
GLN537 Glc 22.10 19.10
GLN537 Hep 29.15 -
THR538 Glc 37.45 -
LYS540 LipidA 105.15 -
LYS540 Glc 16.85 -
LYS540 KDO 36.85 -
LYS540 Hep 17.25 235.75
Loop 21/22
LEU568 LipidA - 19.20
ASP570 LipidA - 146.15
LYS571 LipidA 34.50 191.10
TYR577 Hep - 42.75
GLN580 Gal 10.65 -
GLN580 Gal 10.95 -
ARG584 LipidA 20.70 -
ARG584 KDO - 327.05
TYR586 LipidA 28.10 -
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Table 6.3: Summary of hydrogen bonds from the Ca1-OM and Ca2-OM systems. Occu-
pancies over 100% are due to multiple hydrogen bonds forming simultaneously.
BtuB Residue LPS component Ca1-OM occ. Ca2-OM occ.
Loop 1/2
SER146 LipidA - 11.33
Loop 3/4
HSE174 LipidA - 102.20
TYR183 Gal 17.65 -
ALA190 Gal 39.40 -
GLN191 Hep - 15.34
GLN191 Gal 12.70 -
THR192 Hep 36.50 10.94
THR192 Hep 12.55
THR192 Gal 10.60 -
ASP193 Hep - 93.06
ASP193 Gal 12.55 -
ASN194 Hep 18.95 -
ASN194 Hep 14.75 -
ASN194 Glc 17.00 -
ASN194 Glc 46.75 -
Loop 5/6
ARG226 LipidA - 148.38
TYR246 LipidA 20.95 18.51
GLN248 LipidA 23.70 13.70
GLN248 LipidA 12.15
Loop 7/8
ARG283 LipidA 157.75 -
TYR284 KDO - 50.19
TYR284 KDO - 15.48
TYR284 LipidA 16.85 -
TYR284 Hep - 19.97
ASP285 Hep 66.20 -
ASP285 Glc 27.45 -
SER286 Hep 48.30 -
SER286 Hep 34.85 -
SER286 Glc 22.10 -
SER286 Glc 14.05 -
Loop 9/10
GLU330 Hep 11.35 -
GLU330 Hep 12.05 -
ASP331 Glc 69.40 -
ASP331 Hep - 11.15
ASP331 Hep - 54.62
Continued on next page
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Table S6.3 – continued from previous page
BtuB Residue LPS component Ca1-OM occ. Ca2-OM occ.
GLY332 Glc 19.65 -
TYR333 Glc 40.00 -
TYR333 Glc 29.55 -
TYR333 Gal - 14.43
ASP334 KDO 88.15 -
ASP334 Hep 41.55 -
ASP334 Hep 19.55 -
Loop 11/12
GLN364 Gal - 13.07
GLN364 Glc - 19.66
PHE365 Hep - 14.88
ARG367 KDO 25.70 66.71
ARG367 LipidA 177.50 107.88
Loop 13/14
TYR402 Glc 19.70 -
TYR402 Glc 26.80 -
ASN409 Glc - 17.15
ASN409 Glc - 23.35
Loop 15/16
SER441 Hep - 37.05
ASP442 Hep - 50.26
LYS458 Hep 85.50 84.00
ARG460 Hep - 197.56
Loop 17/18
ARG487 KDO 55.30 -
ARG487 Hep 12.95 125.13
ASP492 Hep 14.50 -
LYS500 LipidA 19.25 -
Loop 19/20
TYR527 Glc 15.45 -
GLN537 Hep 14.25 19.52
THR538 Hep 15.60 51.03
THR538 Glc 13.15 -
LYS540 Hep 16.55 139.94
Loop 21/22
ASP570 Hep - 67.41
LYS571 LipidA 10.40 207.39
LYS571 KDO 16.00 -
TYR577 Hep - 54.41
GLN580 Hep 10.60 11.99
GLN580 Hep 16.90
THR581 Hep - 11.89
Continued on next page
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Table S6.3 – continued from previous page
BtuB Residue LPS component Ca1-OM occ. Ca2-OM occ.
ARG584 LipidA 167.90 84.07
TYR586 LipidA 30.90 56.54
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CHAPTER 7
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR: HYDROGEN MASS
REPARTITIONING FOR CHARMM36 MEMBRANE SYSTEMS IN NAMD
Figure 7.1: Plots of Area per lipid over 100 ns simulation period. Results presented for
analysis were obtained from the last 50 ns of each simulation. In each panel, 2-12 in shown
black, 4-12 in green, and 4-9 in red. A separate 2-12-HMR simulation performed in the
DPPC (top left) bilayer is shown in grey.
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Figure 7.2: Time evolution of the radial pair distribution functions g(r) for POPC:POPC
and CHL:CHL from the 2-12 simulation (a), the 4-12 simulation (b), and the 4-9 simulation
(c). Calculated g(r) is averaged in 100-ns blocks and colored by simulation time, with blue,
green and red indicating the beginning, the middle and the end of a simulation, respectively.
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Figure 7.3: Undulation analysis of a POPC bilayer with 680 lipids. (a) The bending mod-
ulus kc obtained from the slope of 〈u2(q)〉 versus q−4. The estimated uncertainty in kc
is given in square brackets. (b) u2(q) as a function of simulation time. (c) The blocked
standard error (BSE) in 〈u2(q)〉 as a function of the block size τb. Results of the lowest
wavenumber (q1 ≈0.04 Å−1) are colored in black circles, with the black solid curve rep-
resenting a least square fit using a rational polynomial function. Similarly, results for the
next three wavenumbers are colored in green, red and blue, respectively.
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System Lipid Top:Bottom Atom Count H2O/Lipid Ions
DPPC 240:240 113064 35.125 84
POPE 240:240 107969 33.25 80









Membrane POPC 70 top:bot
atoms water:lip ions
Mixing CHL 35 top:bot
OmpF POPE 88:88 99154 115.84 819
L8 POPE 53:52 26696 39.57 0
Table 7.1: Summary of systems performed for HMR. Pure membrane systems: DPPC,








The primary method utilized in performing computational simulations was through Molec-
ular Dynamics (MD). Molecular dynamics simulation requires four primary components:
molecular structure files, force-field parameters, classical mechanics energy calculation,
and an iterative scheme to update atom positions. Each of these will be discussed in gen-
eral detail below.
The first requisite component for MD simulation is an equation of motion, described





Here we can approximate the potential energy of each atom within the system as a linear


































with bonded (e.g. bonds, angles, dihedrals, and impropers) and non-bonded (e.g. London
dispersion, hard-sphere repulsion, and electrostatic) terms. The bonded terms are calcu-
lated at each time step for each atom within the simulation. Special care must be taken to
appropriately calculate the non-bonded terms. First, the hard-sphere repulsion and London-
dispersion interactions are captured by the Lennard-Jones potential (i.e. (1/r)12 − (1/r)6
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term) and truncated with a cutoff value. This cutoff is typically chosen such that the energy
terms are approximately zero (around 12 Å). In order to smooth out the energy cutoff, a
switching function is used to have the LJ energy go to zero at the cutoff. Similarly, elec-
trostatic interactions are calculated using a Particle Mesh Ewald summation for calculating
electrostatics across periodic boundaries.
Second, the potential energy calculation needs a defined parameter space in order to
calculate the bonded and non-bonded energy terms, which are aptly-named force field pa-
rameters. These parameters are determined through quantum mechanics simulations and
density functional theory approximations. The force fields utilized throughout this work
were the CHARMM36 all-atom force fields for lipids, proteins, nucleic acids, carbohy-
drates, as well as the charmm general force field. Some parameterization was performed
on the lipopolysaccharide model used in Chapter 2 and can be found in the supplement of
the corresponding publication.
Third, it is necessary to have an iterative time-stepping scheme to update positions
of particles within the simulation. This is done within NAMD [66] by using the verlet
algorithm via the Störmer Method:




such that the positions of each atom can be updated at each time step without having to ex-
plicitly calculate the atom velocities. Other methods, such as Runga-Kutta are not utilized
because they don’t conserve the Hamiltonian, or like the Euler method, introduce greater
error.
Lastly, but just as importantly, all-atom simulation requires structural information of
small molecules. These are commonly found on various databases (e.g. RCSB.org) and
provided from multiple different experimental datasets. Most crystal values are determined
using x-ray crystallography in combination with cryo-electron microscopy (for multipro-
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tein complex structures) or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) imaging. These structure
files provide a list of atoms and their corresponding vector positions in three-dimensions.
A structure is read in and visualized using VMD [109], and a structure file is compiled
with associated CHARMM topology files. Topology files inform the adept computational
biophysicist which atoms are bonded within the constructed system. This would include
unresolved atoms from a crystal structure (such as hydrogens) due to poor resolution of the
original structure.
A.2 Steered Molecular Dynamics
Steered Molecular Dynamics (SMD), is a method in which the constructed system is bi-
ased from an external force. This is done by attaching an imaginary particle to an atom or
molecule of interest within the constructed and quilibrated system, by an imaginary spring.
The imaginary particle is then biased by a constant force or velocity vector. Because this
imaginary particle is attached to an atom or molecule by a spring, there is an associated re-
sponse by the molecule to being biased. This response is then measured within the standard
output an analyzed.
A.3 Hydrogen Mass Repartitioning
Hydrogen Mass Repartitioning (HMR) is utilized in order to increase the effective time step
in the verlet integrator calculation. This means that the hydrogen masses associated with
lipids or proteins are all increased by some fixed value by decreasing thir bonded parent
atom by that same amount. For example, a methyl carbon (CH3) has a mass of 12.010 amu
and each hydrogen is 1.008 amu. When applying HMR, each of the hydrogens increase
to 3.024 amu (increase mass by factor of 3) and the carbon would decrease to 5.962 amu
(12.010 − 3 × 2.016). This results in a slower oscillation frequency for the angle and
dihedral harmonics used in the previously described potential energy, such that a longer
time step (maximum of 4 fs) can be used. The use of HMR has only been validated for
86
proteins and lipids. Variations of HMR have been performed on water previously with a
resultant shift in various properties in the water model used.
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